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"The goals of business are
inseparable from the goals of
the whole community. Every
attempt to sever the organic
unity of business and the
Community inflicts equal
hardship on both."....Earl
Bunting.
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Steele Honored By
Pacific Air Forces

By David Hill
Ledger it Times Staff Writer
Hutson Chemical Company
has received the approval of
the State Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, and the
Kentucky Department of
Commerce for a proposed barge
terminal on Anderson Creek of
Kentucky Lake.
Billy Smith, vice-president of
the firm, said that Hutson
Chemical officials are very
optimistic that the terminal will
be approved. He added that
copies of the tettei announcing
the approval by the two
departments, which carried the
signature of Gov. Wendell Ford,
have been sent to both TVA and
the Army Corps of Engineers.
The Corps, which will make
the final decision, has informed
Hutson that a decision should be
reached within 60 to 90 days.
The primary objectives of the
study were to determine if the
facility was needed, establish
-that all feasible MONIS of
fulfilling the need had been
Hutson
by
investigated
Chemical and TVA, and ac-
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Selected As
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Parents Of Diabetic
Withhold Insulin At
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Ford's Executive Budget To Be
Presented ffn A Program Basis

t

Sales For Savings
Bonds Announced

The Weather

Re-Registration
Table Is Planned

Annual Sessions Promoters
Strive for Service Donations
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Mrs. Minnie A. Purdom, age 86, and Quitman
Overcast, age 68, both died yesterday.
Pvt. Billy M. Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Taz
Rogers, is now stationed with the Army at Munich,
Germany.
Rev. W.K. Wood will, be the evangelist at the
revival services at the Hazel Baptist Church. Rev.
R.B. Winchester is pastor at Hazel.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital August 23
to 26 include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nicholas
Ryan. Jr., a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Patrick James
Estes, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Futrell.
LEDGER•TINES TILE

Deaths reported are Charlie Vinson, age 77, Mrs.
Nettie Brown, age 79, and Carmon L. Miller, age 51.
Dennis Boston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Boston of
Irvington. Ohio, formerly of Murray, has been
released as a prisoner of war in Korea. He was
reported missing in action July 14. ,
Enrollment in the Calloway County Schools for the
current school year is 2,051, according to officials.
Mrs. Myrtelene Towery, Vernon Hale, Miss Stella
May Haley. Herman Holland, and Mrs. Herman
Holland were presented service pins by National
Stores. Inc., at a special ceremony held at Paris.
Tenn. They are all employees at the Murray store.
_
MD

PAGE THREE

SENSING
THE NEWS

By Anthony Harrigan
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDito

United States Industrial Council

Bible Thoughtfor Today

FRANKFORT,KY. — During
the 12-month period which
ended June 30, the number of
cases of infectious syphilis
reported to the Kentucky
Department of Health was the
highest in over 20 years, but
intensive work by an expanded
field staff is beginning to pay
off, says C. Hernandez, M.D.,
Deputy Commissioner for
Medical Programs.
Infectious syphilis cases
totalled 463, a 54 per cent increase over the previous fiscal
year's total of 300 and the most
since 1950, when 555 cases were
reported to the Department of
Health. This is the third consecutive year that there has
been an increase in syphilis
cases.
However, statistics indicate
that an outbreak which started
in Jefferson County in March,
1972, may now be coming under
control. (Jefferson County
accounts for three-fourths of
Kentucky's syphilis cases.) in
the last six months of 1972, 267
cases were reported—an
average of.444.4 per month. But
from January through June of
this year, there were 196 cases,
down to an average of 32 twothirds per month. The decrease
is attributed to an intensive
' campaign—a blitz—conducted
there during the months of
October, November, and
December. With many extra
hours of work and with the help
of additiontil investigators
brought into Louisville from
throughout the state, the 'staff
was able to bring th-e syphilis
epidemic under control. By
increasing direct contacts with
private physicians, the staff has
been able to bring about a
further reduction in the incidence of syphilis.
Pete Campassi, Jr., acting
director of Kentucky's VD
Control Program, explains how
his staff of VD epidemiologists
work. I Epidemiology is the
study of the distribution and
determinants of
disease
prevalence in man. In other
words, it is the scientific attempt to learn why some people
get sick and others do not.)
Patients are found through
pablic VD clinics, routine blood
tests (premarital or prenatal
examinations, for example( or
through private physicians. The
VD field worker interviews the

Nullifying A Right
condition of employment." seeking
legislative approval of
Eighty million Americans are Alabama's right to
work law, the coercive agency shop plan.
in the nation's work force. Less however, was designe
Know ye that the Lord he is God: it is he that made
d to
It is hard to believe that the
than 20 million—fewer than one protect a citizen
us, and not we ourselves; we are his people, and the
so that his right people of Alabama favor
out of every four workers—are to work couldn't
be abridged or tampering with a law
sheep of his pasture.—Psalm 100:3.
that
members of labor unions. As denied on account
of mem- safeguards the right to work.
God created us and all that we have. He is also
Haynes Johnson and Nick Kotz bership or non-membership
in a The agency shop plan, after
able to take care of us.
of The Washington Post said in union. The agency shop
plan in all, would nullify-the right to
their book, The Unions, "the Alabama and elsewhe
re is workers to take a job of their
union membership in the total specifically designed
to deny choosing.
work force actually has been work to persons
who refuse to
Paying tribute to a union in
by Carl Riblet Jr.
declining."
make payments to unions.
order to hold down a job isn't
The old retired Wyoming cowboy who lives down
More than any other group,
The National Right To
the American way. When
,the road has little or no pity for those in government union officials in the United Committee has alertedWork
the
ls are made for
who have been caught in double dealing and who States are aware of the decline public to the tremendous proposa
payment of tribute to union
union
in
members
hip.
Though
pressures being exerted in bosses,
consequently are out of office and out of protection.
whether in Alabama,
the unions possess enormous behalf of this
agency shop bill. South Dakota, Wyomin
He thinks their behavior gives a bad name to political
g or
power I for example, It has distributed
a letter by wherever, it is a matter
failure.
of
they had all the labor Gov, George
Wallace which national concern.
When the
representatives on the federal makes plain
"Failure in a great enterprise
his opposition to right to work is
threatened in
Pay Board), their power base is right to
is at least a noble fault."
work laws and his one state, the
rights of citizens
being eroded. The rear among solidarity
with union officials of all states are
—Greek proverb
endangered.
union officials that unions will
continue to decline in membership is behind the drive to
abolish state right to work laws
By HAL BOYLF.: .
and substitute coercive union
NEW YORK (AP) — Things
arrangements.
a columnist might never know
In recent months union of- VII didn't open his Mail:
ficials and their political allies
If you like to go to a zoo, the
have sought to win approval
-Though preventive medicine screenings, are aimed at this
chances are that you are more
the so-called agency shop or has only come to the fore in group.
During the past school intellige
nt than someone who
other coercive plans in Georgia, recent years as the practical year the
Society screened the doesn't.
And you probably earn
Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada, solution to many of our health eyes
of 13,000 Kentucky
more money. A recent study
South Carolina, Utah and problems, the Kentucky Society preschoo
lers across the com- found
that almost three-fourths
Wyoming. These efforts were for the Prevention of Blindness monweal
th.
of the zoo-going public had a
unsuccessful. But the union holds the unique position of
Cataract—the
nation's high
school education or better.
officials have high hopes for recognizing and promoting the leading
cause of blindness—yet, Less
than half of the nortzoonew drives under way in concept from the early 1900's. ironicall
y, one of the few ex- goers
did. The zoo buffs also
Alabama, Arkansas and South
The Society, now celebrating ceptions to the finality of vision
-Surely it ought to be apparent by now, billions upon billions of
had higher average incomes.
Dakota. The union campaigns its 65th anniversary, is the only loss. Though
fear, ignorance
dollars later, that throwing the taxpayers' money—scatter-gun have
Women who have silicone
as their objective the voluntary health agency which and neglect
often present fluid injected
fashion at one Problem after another doesn't guarantee scrappin
into their breasts
g of-right to work taws is engaged exclusively in roadblocks, cataract
is curable to enlarge
solutions. that a poultice of money doesn't cure a social boil; that
Mete
bustline may
and the forcing of wage-earners blindness prevention.
by surgery in 95 out of 100
often there's little correlation between dollars spent and results to pay
pay a later price for their vanunion dues or lose their
Propelling the Society is the operable cases.
achieved; that too many government dollars are going into the jobs.
ity. The fluid can migrate elseIn Arkansas and South fact that of the 700 Kentuckians
Industrial eye injuries-1,000
pockets of those who are handing out the handouts; that governwhere in the body. In the case
Dakota the campaign is taking who will go blind this year—half of which
occur every working
ment can't better fight poverty, or educate backward kids, or the
of one 22-year-old woman it colfrom of a petition drive to will loose their sight needlessly, day of
the year. The use of
build model cities or mass housing, or rid the ghettos of rats; that get
lected in painful masses in her
repeal of right to work on despite present knowledge and protective
eyewear on the job is
no matter their noble intent, laws can—and do—many times the
abdomen and had to be re1974 ballot.
means available to prevent it. advocated
through
an
create at least as many problems as they solve, and that there are
The situation is most critical
Reduction of this grim educational campaign, and moved surgically.
those in Congress, even today, who are evidently unaware—or in
Needles were one of the first
Alabama where the Albama statistic calls for extensive through
the Wise Owl safety
unconvinced—that we can no more spend ourselves rich than we
tools invented by man which
Senate's Business and Labor community involvement. incentiv
e program in industry
can drink ourselves sober."—Mr. Ed Grady, director of inhave remained in constant use
Committee approved an agency Hundreds of
volunteers, and schools.
formation. Minnesota Farm Bureau Fed&ation.
through the centuries. They
shop proposal, Senate Bill 224. working directly for the KenThe continuing effort, achave been found in the ruins of
This bill would legalize the tucky Society and through cording
to the Kentucky
The Public Service Company of Colorado reports a startling
all
civilizations and peoples,
forcible collection of "agency supporting
servi
ce Society, must be to make people
inova Lion:"General Electric Company has designed a new type of
from the Eskirnoes to the
shop" fees from workers who organizations. implement the aware
of te need to prevent
cooling tower for electric generating plants. It would propel
refuse to join labor unions. people-to-people
programs blindness, through community Zulus.
thermal exhaust into the upper atmosphere. The tower, a hollow
Animal crackers: We speak
Under the "agency shop," a aimed at detecting vision
programs, strong
public of a
ring about 60 feet tall and 600 feet in diameter, also would ven- non-unio
herd of deer, a pride of
n worker must pay a problems and potentially educati
on, and support for
tilate the air over metropolitan areas. GE says the tower would
lions, a school of fish, a flight
bargaining fee to a union in an blinding diseases.
research
.
And
reduce the need for cooling water, making it possible to locate
ultimately, by
of doves, a skulk of foxes, a
amount equal to union memThe focus is on:
reaching the individual, on a
power plants some distance from large bodies of water. GE
bership dues. Human Events
Glauco
ma—a
slow, usually one-to-one basis, so that he will covey of quail, a pack of dogs,
estimates initial cost would be competitive with present designs."
a muster of peacocks, a gaggle
Magazine, in describing such an painless destroyer of sight, and
be concerned, personally.
arrangement, said: "In brief, the second leading cause of
of geese, a bevy of beauties, a
The sight-saving activities of
Don't wait for a long, high-speed trip to find out your tires are
you don't have to join, but you blindness.
Glaucoma the Kentucky Society for the swarm of bees, a watch of
unsafe The Portland, Oregon, Traffic Sarety Commission urges must pay dues."
nightingales, a host of men, a
screenings—for adults age 35 Prevention Of Blindnes
s are congrega
all drivers to inspect their tires now. If there's any question,
The Montgomery, Ala. Ad- and over—are aimed at
tion of people, a
supported entirely by individual
replace worn tires now, before tempting fate by high-speed, long- vertiser, analyzed the bill in detecing the
slewth of bears, a clustering of
disease in its early and corporate contributions.
distance vacation driving.
these terms "Forcing em- stages, when further vision
t
beetles, and a flock of sheep.
loss
ployes who don't want to join a can be prevented. Last year
But what is a gathering of killthe
union to pay dues anyway is not Kentucky Society sponsor
•'Although I Imo* that our world is a better place than the one in
er whales? Well, they travel in
ed
which our fathers lived ...man still suffers from a tendency to take the most laudable example of nine glaucoma clinics
a family group called a pod.
across
short cuts to acceptability, or success, and achieves only
demoCra-cy in action. It's a the State, serving some 3,000
Quotable notables: "Don't be
mediocrity thereby. Although mankind's total fund of knowled
devious force bill, designed to Kentuckians.
unduly critical. Taking things
ge
had doubled, redoubled and doubled again since the start of the coerce non-union employes into
seriously unless they are
Preschool vision screenings—
The Swedish ()allege of Vetcentury, personal integrity is not patented and sold nor
becoming silent union members for the 172,000 Kentuck
serious is a senile fault." — Gehas it
y
erinary Surgions reports that
become an item of government issue. It remains an individu
who pay dues but have no voice youngsters, age three
lett Burgess.
to six.
al
dogs and cats under the influcharacteristic that each of us must strive to develop and
in
the
union
unless
Durable banner: The flag of
they
About
cave
in
five
percent of them are
then
ence
of
narcotic drugs like
guard so tenaciouSly that nä even those with the ability to
Denmark; a white cross on a
suspected of having vision
cheat and join."
heroin and' marijuana have
with both hands can dent it." — Mr. Louis W. Menk, chairriu
The Birmingham, Ala. News problems which, if not
- red ground, is the oldest nationm,
been observed in Stockholm
Burlington Northern Inc.
noted that the aeency shop bill corrected, can seriousl
-ad flag in history. It has reTwo of the dogs were
y
ventrtd require all persons hamper development
•+
mained unchanged since the
4-• 4sleepy.- unsteady,- -and- tityriL and
"Wourd you guess," says the FINAST RECORD, published by employed by firms that have schooling. Use of the
13th century:
ously suffered from halluciHome Eye
First National Stores, Inc., "that trees are one of the greatest
union contracts "to pay to the Test
Tree treasures: Despite all
by
nations "Stoned" dogs could
parents,
endangers to drivers' It's because they grow in the middle of
union a service or represen- couragement
the woodlands that have been
be extremely dangerous,
roads!
of
early,
At least that's what 514,000 American drivers claimed last
tation charge in an amount professional eye examinat
cut for timber in this country,
though no attacks have been
year
ions,
when they hit one."
equivalent to union dues as a and
often wastefully, America still
reported ',et — CNS
community
vision
has 75 per cent as much forest

Isn't it The Truth!

Society Against Blindness
Leader In Preventive Medicine

patient to learn about his sex
contacts. He explains that all
information is held in strict
confidence. Usually, the VD
investigator interviews a
patient two or three times, since
It's common for the patient to
supply additional information
during the second or third interview. Each interview will
last two hours or more.
The next step is to trace down
the contacts to bring them in for
examination and treatment. If
the contact has syphilis, he
becomes another case to interview. Persons who were
exposed to syphilis but do not
have positive results on a blood
test are given preventive
treatment, since about 15 per
cent of them will be incubating
the disease at the time they're
examined.
"If VD epidemiology is done
rapidly, it will stop cases from
developing," Campassi says.
"But it's a tune-consuming
process. Each case usually
produces three additional
contacts. The information given

is _often sketchy—a nickname
and a favorite hang-out, or a
first name and phone number.
'The field staff are the most
important part of a control
program.. they're the biggest
asset we have."
According to Dr. Hernandez,
federal funds for VD control
were cut back drastically in
1970. The Kentucky Sfre
Legislature, however,
recognizing the severity of the
venereal disease problem—
which had reached epidemic

proportions—made a special
appropriation of funds in 1972 to
supplement federal monies and
make possible the continuation
of program operations. Federal
funds have since been restored,
and expanded services are
under way.
Campassi also notes that one
year ago, only 11 per cent of all
reported syphilis cases were
being submitted
through
private physicians, but now, 38
per cent of the reported cases
are coming through doctors in
private practice. Syphilis
remains severely
underreported, although—Campassi
adds—"better and faster
reports from the doctors would
make it possible for us to do the
necessary epidemiologic work
fast enough to break completely
a chain of infection."

Fierce Tibetan storms
kill Chinese soldiers
Thousands of Chinese soldiers have died in recent
snowstorms and avalanches
411.6F-- Me Nepal border,
cording to Tibetan exiles in
India.
The bodies of at least 3,000
men were discovered by road
builders weeks after the
storms which occurred in
western Tibet. — CNS

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Should
she ha
By
DEAR ABBY:
they ask how long
ashamed to tell
months pregnant. W
loved each other,
We were morn
five lovely children
_never celebrate o
talk about it.
Lately, our 14-y
is. 1 said, "in Dece
irnoorttow Thng t
My husband
be right? Other
and I don't want
preach to them the
want my children
it may not set a
what to do. Thank
DEAR MOTHE
this exchange:
DEAR ABBY:
after my parents
was 16.) When I
flustered and close
Mom and Dad
they did have to ge
Abby, you
married if you wo
children bring it up
Should they 11
should they say
the best answer?

'Mindless louts'
kill by ostrich
-Mindless louts" visiting
the Duke of Bedford's Woburn
Wild Animal Kingdom in England fed Fluffy, a 6-week-old
ostrich, 50 pull tabs from
cans, causing him to die in
agony.
The veterinarian who performed emergency surgery
on Fluffy said, "His inside
was cut to ribbons — he had
no chance." — CNS

DEAR DAUG
barrissing, is She
to get married.
face the problem
Some girls
child, and put it
keep iL
The MISS
and make a
many], deserve

SAFETY PLAY
A player on the Romanian
football team which recently
took part in world games for
the deaf in Malmo, Sweden,
has asked for political asylum
in Sweden. — CNS

DEAR ABBY:
ried by a ship's c
to be, when voy
but times have
performed by ca
couple is at sea,
remarried.
DEAR VOIC
hi letters from
ffulpa-

area as existed when Columbus
landed.
Forgotten firsts: In 1891 the
first outdoor electric sign in the
United States was erected here.
It advertised Spencertan pens.
The signs quickly became popular, and within 10 years the
Times Square and Broadway
area had been nicknamed "The
Great White Way."
Worth remembering: "If we
spent more time counting the
blessings we have, we'd have
less time to spend longing for
the luxuries we don't need."

DEAR ABBY
found it hard to
he always drew
made remarks
I also enjoy
spectators, but
my hat and pass
I rarely get
the crowd in a

For a poseassol
Calif. NM

Open 7:15 -Start 8:00
Ends WED.
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By Mrs-Vi...0.1VILLIA&L'S

Monday, August 27
The Murray High School
Band Boosters will meet in the
band room of the high school on
Doran Road at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., for nervous
people and former
mental
patients will meet at the Mental
Health Center at seven p.m.

a...

Lan tans(one of my favorites) to
show their best. We are a little
Calloway County Democratic
too far north to keep them
through the winter, which is a Women's Club will meet at the
pity, for they make lovely plants Court Room of the Court House
and bloom so luxouriously. We at eight p.m. All interested
have to treat them as annuals. women are invited.
There are so many colors, and
Shuffleboard will be played
bi-colors that they make an
the Senior Citizens at the
by
attractive bed. We can take
cuttings of the woody stalks and Ellis Community Center at 6:30
bring them in for the winter. p.m
They will boom but the colors
Tuesday, August 28
are not so distinct as when they
Murray Quota Club will meet
grow outdoors. One reason is
at Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
that they need full sun and that
is hard' to give them on a
By Abigail
Murray TOPS Club will meet
window sill.
the Calloway County Health
at
when
children
be
can
your
our
of
shrubs
Several
DEAR ABBY: What do you tell
at seven p.m.
Center
are
rooted during this month, such
they ask how long you have been married, and you
many
three
spirea,
was
myrtle,
as
I
crape
married
was
I
When
them?
tell
ashamed to
Baptist Young Women of
of the virburnums and forsythia.
months pregnant We had gone together for two years. We
Baptist Church will have
First
these
of
more
need
you
if
So
loved each other, and it just happened.
shrubs in your yard, just make an answering service for senior
We were married as soon as possible, and now have
some cuttings, pot them citizens from nine a.m. to 12
five lovely children_ The oldest is 14. My husband and I
separately and when they are noon. Those needing trandon't
just
-.never celebrate our wedding anniversary. We
rooted set in the place they are sportation are asked to call the
talk about it
needed. It will take about a church office 753-1854.
anniversary
our
when
us
asked
Lately, our 14-year-old
month to root these cuttings, so
don't
I
subject.
is. I said, "in December,"‘and changed the
get them now so there will be
Officers training meeting. for
lamrtv-hoW thng I can giron -*Ong this. - —
tithe to get them started before the
County
Calloway
this
Would
year.
a
on
add
should
we
My husband says
a freeze. Mulch the dirt up Homemakers Club will be at ten
married,
been
be right? Other people know how long we've
around the young plants and you a.m. at the A. Carmon
and I don't want my children to catch me in a lie when I
should have some fine new ones
Livestock pavilion, MSU,
preach to them the importance of being honest. But Abby, I
In the spring.
across from Calloway County
truth
the
knew
want my children to respect me, and if they
Mulch put around the present
A Hancock-Hodges Reunion
potluck lunthem High School. A
hold
will
was held Sunday, August 19, at shrubs
it may not set a good example for them Please tell me
will be served at noon
cheon
MOTHER
#
helps
mulch
Fulton.
The
you.
tremendously.
Center,
what to do. Thank
the Community
followed by the council
A delicious pot-luck dinner to hold the mositure in the
DEAR MOTHER: I can best answer you by submitting
meeting.
was served at the noon hour ground during the hot sunny
this exchange:
down
slowing
by
days
afthe
in
visiting
with much
were evaporation. All these small
Current Mission Group of the
ternoon. Several pictures
_
DEAR ABBY: I was born six months and two days
tasks will help carry your plants Memorial Baptist Church will
•-••••
thraugh the winter more safely:__ meet at the home of Mrs. lAila
after my parents were married. 11 figured it out when I
-Mune iwesent .4miga: S. E. 1
It
also helps to clip off the &IF Boyd at two p.m.
was 16.1 When I mentioned it to my mother she became
Hancock, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
blossoms, and any dead stems
flustered and close to tears so I never mentioned it again.
Wales
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Hancock,
or branches. A plant sometimes
Mom and Dad are tops as parents, and I don't care if
Austin, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
has all it can do to struggle
they did have to get married, I love them just the same.
Senior Citizens will meet at
Austin, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil through an extremely hot, dry
Abby, you could help a lot of people who had to get
Arizona,
Ellis Community Center at
the
Tucson,
of
Colboth
season without carrying a lot of
married if you would tell them how to handle it when their
Mrs. Robert Jeffress, Cheryl, dead weight, especially if it is a ten a.m. and at the Calloway
children bring it up.
County Public Library at two
Barbara and Brenda of St. young plant.
Should they lie about the date of their marriage? Or
Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Mo.,
p.m.
Charles,
order
to
wise
be
would
It
should they say the first baby was "premature"? What's
Hall, Laura Fern and Gina Lee, whatever shrubs, or bulbs you
DAUGHTER
THEIR
the best answer?
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hancock, are going to need for all
Wednesday, August 29
Mike and Becky and Gail, planting, NOW. You may find
DEAR DAUGHTER: The truth, while sometimes emSenior Citizens will meet at
Kinunons, Mrs. J. C. Hancock, some of the items in short the Douglas Center, North 2nd
barrassing, is always the best answer. But no couple HAS
Mrs. Avery Hancock, Mrs. supply and if you wait too long Street, at 1:30 p.m.
to get married. The boy can rue off and leave the girl to
Doug Heaslett, Mrs. Mary you may be disappointed. The
face the problem alone. Or he can deny paternity.
Some girls choose abortion. Others prefer to have the
Milner, Dr. and Mrs. Castle orders are filled in order of
Murray Open Duplicate
Parker and Paula Kay of receipt and the finer, better Bridge Club will meet at
child, and put it up for adoption. Some have the child and
By
first.
out
sent
are
plants
Murray, Lewis Jones, Mr. and
keep it.
p.m.
get one that is Gleason Hall at seven
The couple who tnarries when a baby is on the way.
Mrs. Frank Hodges, Paducah. waiting you may
or
singly
come
may
Persons
sure
Be
best.
but not the
and make a success -or that marriage land there are
Mr. and Mrs. Bard Hodges, Mr: good
with a partner.
reputable
from
only
buy
you
many I. deserve respect and understanding.
and Mrs. Bill Parrott, Mrs
firms. Don't spend money on
Clyde Hopkins, Mrs. Stella low grade plants or bulbs. The
Calloway County Public
Rose.
Nell
Miss
marRoper,
DEAR ABBY: You stated that a couple could be
bargain offers sound tempting, Library will be closed for inried by a ship's captain. Whoops! Not any more. They used
but if you are going to spend ventory.
to be, when voyages lasted months and sometimes years,
your time and effort why not
but times have changed, and so have the rules. Marriages
spend a few dollars more and
Thursday, August 30
performed by captains at sea will legalize a union while the
get the very best. You Aiii be so
Couples Bowling Thursday
glad you did.
couple is at sea, but when they reach land, they must be
Night League will meet at
VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
remarried
Corvette Lanes at seven p.m.
of
week
past
this
Houseguests
All team captains are urged to
Mrs. Pauline E. Johnson,
DEAR VOICE: Thanks. I am presently over my head
.presad.
be
son
her
were
Dr.,
Melrose
Men
change.
me
the
who
of
advise
In letters from readers
Michael Andrew Johnson and
Pips.
Calloway Counry Public
his wife, Ginger, both of
will be closed for inLibrary
va.
Beach,
Virginia
DEAR ABBY. Here is my solution for that artist who
ventory.
Mr. Johnson was here to
found it hard to paint outdoors [landscapes, etc.] because
attend the wedding of his
he always drew a crowd who watched him and sometimes
Mission action was the center
brother, Gary Lee Johnson.
made remarks which distracted him.
of attention as various comJohnson
the
in
visiting
Also
I also enjoy painting landscapes. I don't object to a few
at
home was Michael Gordon, of mittees reported on projects
spectators, but when they get too chatty, I simply remove
the regular monthly meeting of
Gordon
Mr.
Mich.
Detroit,
my hat and pass it.
Group
acted as best man, for the the Betty Sledd Missions
I rarely get more than a few coins, but it sure thins out
Church,
Baptist
Memorial
of
wedding held August 17th,
ANOTHER ARTIST
the crowd in a hurry.
at the
Michael Johnson is a held Tuesday, August 21,
home of Mrs. Nancy Cathey.
Navy
S.
U.
the
with
Pesonelman
chest.
year
get
on
you
it
if
better
Problems irtmell feel
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Crider of
The hostess, Mrs. Nancy
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Bs: Ns. WM,L. A., at Darn Neck, Va. Gary Lee Cathey, presented the devotion Dixie Dry Cleaners have
Johnson and Michael Gordon
home after a two.
NWO. Swim staavet sail-adkiressed nmebspe.
and the returned
are both Personelemen with the and prayer calendar;
in Florida.
vacation
weeks
Wilma
Mrs.
U. S. Navy aboard the president,
The. Crider', with their
Sue
Mrs.
welcomed
Billington,
For Abby's sew booklet. "What Teee-Agers Want to
U.S.S.Sierra, out of Norflollt,
daughter, Mrs. Roger A.
Cathey, who was a guest of the
Know," seed $I I. Abby. Box Senle. Los Angeles. Cal. ma.
Va.
Ruth) Neal, Mr.
(Margaret
group, and called the business
Neal and grandson, Tom, from
session to order.
Danville, fli., made a two weeks
Mission Action Chairman,
of the southern state.
tour
reported
Mrs. Barbara Chilcutt,
Points of interest they visited
that there was a good response
were in Alabama, Georgia,
by the group to the recent
Orlando including
Tampa,
Prices Good August 27-28-29
stamps
collection of trading
John F. Kennedy
World,
Disney
which were to be used by the
Space Center where Mr. Crider
Kentucky Baptist Children's
has a nephew working and who
Homer to purchase washers and
in Merrit Island, Miami,
resides
dryers. She also said that Mrs
West, Ocala, and Silver
Verna Horning; Chairman of Key
the committee for the collection Springs.
Mrs. Neal left an expensive
of school supplies for the
camera laying on a ledge and
children's homes, had also
softie one picked it up. She
indicated an enthusiastic
reported the camera lost
response had been made to this
and they found quarters in Bush
project and that supplies were
Garden. They arrived home late
still being collected.
night and her camera
(Plain)
Several members said that Sunday
they had visited with shut-in was in the mail on Monday. She
said she was very greateful to
members of the Church and that
the
the visits were mutually en the person who found
camera and returned it.
joyable.
The group also voted to make
a contribution to the Blood
Club
River Associational WM1J for Duplicate Bridge
Maxis, Zip Linings, Fur Trim, Pleats, Suedes Extra
an
the purpose of sponsoring
event for international student5 Gives Winners' Names
presently on Murray State
The Murray Open Duplicate
University's campus.
Club had new members at
Bride
At the conclusion of the
its Wednesday meeting and
hostess
the
session,
business
All Week
welcomes all interested per.
on Hangers
Mrs. Nancy Cathey, served a
sons.
delicious dessert course to those
Wednesday night's high score
in attendance; Mrs. Sara
•
went to the Chuck Hangs, and
Wilma
•
Mrs.
Johnson,
second high o. ..e .Bob
•
Billington, Mrs. Barbara
Howards.
and
Rogers,
Jane
Mrs.
Oilmen,
- )
The clulr Mika-ificfr Wed•
the guest, Mrs. Sue Cathey.
nesday
at seven p.m. at Gleason
Phone
753-9084
turday
Monday-Sa
p.m.
m.-6
a.
7
Open
•
•
Hall. Persons may come and
•
"machine
says
tag
the
Unless
•
singly
washable," always wash a stuff- bring a partner or come
S 00
and be paired at the meeting
ed toy by hand

Should mom tell kids
she had to marry?
Van Buren

With September right on our
heels, it should bra busy month
for any gardener. There is much
to think about and much to do in
preparation for the putting-tobed of our flowers.
Now is the time to make any
repairs, that may be needed, to
our lawns. Raking or smoothing,
re-fertilizing, re-seeding, killing
out crab grass. Whatever the
task may be, now is the time to
do it. Putting the lawn in good
shape now will not only help it
come thrugh the bad weather
without damage, but will insure
better looking grass next spring.
Everybody loves a beautiful
stretch of grass, with the
probable exception of the fellow
who has to do the mowing. But
it's really easier to mow when it
Is in good condition and cleared
of the wild grasses that spring
t.
September is the month for

Hancock And Hodges
Reunion Is Held At
Community Center
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Wwwen have difftculty
protecting themselves
Editor's Note: This is the
second of two articles on rape,
a crime committed with increasing frequency in the
L'nited States.

a weapon than a man does.
The exception is for self-defense, since the laws read
''carry illegally."
The dilemma is that while
defending oneself is legal,
By CHRIS WALSH
using a Mace or tear gas pen
ANGELO'S
to do so is not. Hatpins could
Copley News Service
also be considered illegal if
they are carried with the inLuck and prior prevention
tent to use as a weapon.
are about the only things a
An estimated 41,888 forcible
woman can use to protect herrapes were committed in 1971
self legally against a possible
- an 11 per cent increase
attacker or rapist.
since 1970.
Laws governing weapons
Since 1966, rape has inare strict. In most states it is
creased64 per cent on a naillegal to sell, manufacture,
tional scale.
possess or carry any bludAlthough various gun congeon, blackjack, slingshot,
trol legislations have been
sandbag, metal (brass)
brought up, no bill has been
knuckles or switchblade
introduced that would amend
knife.
the law to allow a woman to
It is also illegal to carry
carry a weapon to defend herwith intent to use against anself against rape or attack.
other, a dagger, dirk, billy,
Legally, a woman can carry
dangerous knife, razor, stileta whistle or siren, many
of
to, broken bottle or piece
which are available purseglass.
size. They don't hurt an atWeapons concealed in a vetacker, but are aimed at makhicle or on a person are outing enough noise to summon
weapsilencers,
are
So
lawed.
help or scare the attacker
ons that shoot more than eight
away
bullets from one setting, shotOne jewelry designer even
guns witb barrels leas than 18
has-• new line of ready-toinches long (sawed-off shotwear whistles. They can be
gun), or any bomb or containworn on a cheer as a necklace
er with explosives ( such as
and are always handy.
Molotov cocktails).
These well-meaning gimTear gas pens or bombs or
micks, crossed fingers, luck
other objects containing liqand avoiding the situation beuid gas or substance are also
fore it even happens are about
illegal.
all a woman can legally do to
All of these laws mean that
protect herself.
it is illegal for women to carry
Since rapes aren't premedia weapon even for protection.'
tated on the part of the victim,
In the eyes of the law, a womthe best solution might be to
an has no more right to carry

always be on guard and never
leave the house.
But there are always some
women that insist on going
about their daily lives and
the ra ist.
temp

By
Barbara Jewell
I'LL gin DOG-GONE
YctArrr barking up the wrong
herb if you think that the Dog'sTooth Violet is a member of the
violet clan. The Dog's-Tooth Vic.,
let is actually a member of the
Lily family and is not related to
the true violet. The Dog's-Tooth
Violet produces a single flower
on each stem and blooms in the
Springtime.
The White Dog's-Tooth Violet
produces large white flowers
while the Yellow Adder's-Tongue
has yellow blooms. The two are
ve-y similar except for the ed.:3r
of the flowers.
Whenever you need flowers
telephone oiir inolt. We elirefullY.
choose and arrange Sowell that
will convey your message of love.
We deliver localky or wire flowers to a distant city. Let us fill
your floral needs.

flAvi Show.
12tb at Poplar St.
7534110

Mrs. Johnson Has
Guests In Home

Missions Group Of
Church Meets At
The tathey Home

Mr. & Mrs. Crider
Return Home Frbm
Florida Vacation

Bock-to-School Dry Cleaning Specials
SUITS
14244eat)

COATS
DRESSES

:4

SHORT TAKES by VANITYFtsJR
Short takes...sleek little streaks of easy-care nylon tricot with anticling Antron"' Ill. Beaded and bowe4 with,shiny ribbons; edged in,,
tiny Vol lace, in great new colors to match your favorite _lutist. bro.
And mini-priced, besides. Hipster, 4-7, $2.25. Petti,,S-M, $3.50.
Chemise, 30-36, $6. Juliet Bra,32-36 ABC,$6; D cup, $7.

89;"

1/

Folded or

5 994

for

One HOUR cLeaneRs
Central—S-Itippiftf-teittef-

Mel

(

4

LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"
Court Square

Murray, Ky.
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Waste-

Calloway County
Soil Conservation
District
For Fiscal Year 1973
EL1SHA ORR observing his grass waterway. Elisha was able to lift his equipment
and travel across the waterway, thus preventing turning in the middle of the field.

Your District Supervisors are Albert L. Wislon, Chairman; Clifford White. Vice Chairman; 0. A. Bogard, secretary-treasurer; C. H. Gutherie, Thomas L. Armstrong, Royal
Parker, Paul Blalock.
The Calloway Conservation District Supervisors present the following report to the people
of this county. The purpose of this report is to convey to the public some'of the many accomplishments made in soil and water conservation during its 23 years of operations.
381 landowners in Calloway County were assisted with planning and application on their
farms. 35 were assisted In preparing complete conservation plans on their farms, 5 revised
their conservation plans, 4 lagoon systems were constructed for the disposal of animal
wastes, 10 grade stabilization structures, 28 acres of grassed waterways, 7 ponds, 3700 feet
of diversions were constructed and lin acres of pasture and hayland were established.
The Calloway County Conservation District is a member of the Kentucky Association of
Conservation District and the National association of Conservation Districts. The Conservation District, each year, sponsors the Conservation Essay Contest in our schools, and
Soil Stewardship Week.

MAX PARKS inspecting soybeans that were planted by the
the wheat was harvested.
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to 40 percent of
operators are no'
about 50 per
operators in all fi
certified. "There
of turn-over for 0
especially in the
and that has I
tification perceni
We've held
regional schools

Ford Tc
Dedica
1-64 RI
DAN BOAZ AND FELIX PERRIN,of the Ben Cemservadea Service, On center
the picture) discussing the operation if his sewage Wows for the disposal of
animal waste from a hop operation. Others are conservation district supen'isors
from Western Kentucky observing lagoons in Calloway County.

ALBERT WILSON and his son Mark observing their cows and pasture. Good
pasture and good cattle are good conservation.

1971 CARNIE HENDON and his son Gene pleating croon vetch on the roadbank back of
Gene's house in Murray.

;Ai • 1.
'

ARLICK FITZHUGH on the J.D. Downs farm observing the operation of the
sewage lagoons for the disposal of animal waste from a dairy cattle operation.

R.B. MORGAN observing the excellent stand of grass in his waterway that was
seeded in August 1972.
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DAVID NORSWORTHY observing grade stabilization structure and grassed
waterway on his father's, Jack Norsworthy, farm.

1973 MR. HENDON observing the crown vetch two years later. The crown
prevented the erosion as well as added beauty to the roadbank.

—
t!-ifteJOHN CI.ENDENON of the Soil Conservation Service
measuring the depth of a
grade stabilization structure on the Lowell
Palmer farm.
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liaste-Water Treatment Training Offered
FRANKFORT, Ky. —To
improve management of their
facilities and obtain certification, waste-water treatment plant operators attend
held
schools
training
throughout Kentucky.
The training schools are run
by the Division of Water in the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection. They
explain the theory and practical
operation of small package
waste-water treatment plants
processing up to 200,000 gallons
of sewage a day. About 1,000
operators handle the nearly
1,500 class one plants in the
state which include those for
schools, motels, hospitals and
restaurants.
"We'll review what the plant
should do, how it is operated,
the biological processes that
make the plant work and give
tips on how to make the plant's
operation easier. In short, we'll
cover the operating and
maintenance manual which the
operators receive from the
manufacturer before we give
them the test for certification,"
said Harold Snodgrass, director
of the Division of Water.
Snodgrass estimated about 30
to 40 percent of the class one
operators are now certified and
about 50 per cent of the
operators in all four classes are
certified. "There's a high rate
of turn-over for these operators,
especially in the class one range
and that has kept our certification percentage down.
We've held only a few
regional schools for class one

KING SIZE
BUYS

area prepare for the camping
rush. Schools have also been
held
in
County,
Boone
Somerset, Elizabethtown and
Louisville. One is scheduled for
Glasgow, August 21.

operators in the past and only
one school a year in Lexington
for all four classes, which has
also kept the percentage dcnym.
If they didn't make it to that
school, they missed the test for
the year. We hope to hold four or
five regional schools this year to
up the percentage of certification," Snodgrass said.
Certification was first required
in 1967.
For the Oat tie years,
schools for the small treatment
plant operators have been held
in Marshall County to help that

"We plan to hold a school
whenever we get enough
requests for one in an area. The
operators sinaply ask our field
the county
personnel or
health department for a school
and when we have enough
requests we will hold one," said
Snodgrass.

TVA Announces New
Meetings Procedure

TVA has announced that it is Its views concerning the power
adopting a new procedure rates and other aspects of the
which provides for regular TVA power program," said
quarterly public information TVA Board Chairman Aubrey
meetings in six Tennessee J. Wagner.
Valley cities to deal with costs
These meetings will be held in
and rates of the TVA power September, December, March,
system. The first series of these and June of each year. They will
meetings will be held in Sep- become a part of the TVA
tember of this year. Comments Directors' system of quarterly
and opinions presented at that reviews Of power finances to
time will be considered by the determine whether rate adTVA Bored in the quarterly rate justments are needed. The date
review concluded in December. reviewed by the Board in
Under TVA's present con- arrving at its determinations,
160 including projections for the
the
with
tracts
locally owned electric systems upcoming year, will be the basis
that distribute TVA power to for the public discussions. The
consumers, the current and comments, questions, and vies
anticipated conditions and costs expressed at tlie meetings will
affecting the agericy's power then be anal-zed and conoperations are reviewed every solidated for inclusion in the
three months. This procedure TVA Board's consideration of
permits TVA to operate with the need for a rate adjustment
lower rates and a smaller at the next following review.
These meetings will be held
financial margin than would be
Pootible f Co0to and rates were
. each quarter whether or not. a
_
not reviewed at frequent in- rate change is indicated at the
time. Initially meeting will be
tervals.
''The purpose of this new held in each of the TVA power
series of meetings we are district, which have their ofbeginning is to keep the public fices at Nashville, Knoxville,
better informed about the and Jackson, Tennessee;
finances of the power system Muscle Shoals, Alabama; and
operations and to give the Tupelo. Mississippi; and also in
Ky.,— public an opportunity to express Paducah, Kentucky.
FRANKFORT,
Governor Wendell H. Ford will
be on hand to dedicate the
section of 1-64 between Frankfort and Lexington on August
30.
Dedication ceremonies will
Frances Drake
begin at the interchange of 1-64
and US 60 at 11:00 a.m. The
Governor will then lead a
FOR TUESDAY,AUGyST
1973 _
motorcade over the new section
LIBRA
Look in the section in which
to a ceremony at the in(Sept. 24 to Oct.23)
terchange of 1-64 with 1-75 near your birthday comes and find
Fine planetary influences
according
is,
outlook
your
what
Lexington.
your
stimulate
now
stars.
the
to
Headlining the activities
imagination, spark new and
along with the Governor will be ARUM
lofty ambitions, give you a fresh
Transportation Secretary (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IVA outlook on life.
Unless you have other
Elijah M. Hogge, Highway
Commissioner James E. Gray, commitments which will take SCORPIO
Ad- up too much of your time, this (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Ine
Highway
Federal
Here is a chance for your
representatives would be a good day in which to
ministration
special gifts of inspirational
project—
new
brand
a
start
from
officials
local
and
in another field. planning and organizing, under
Franklin, Woodford, Scott, and even, perhaps,
either revised or completely
TAURUS
Fayette Counties.
new methods. Do make the
(Apr. 21 to May 2U
section
completed
The newly
highly favorable. most of it!
Venus
of 1-64 will officially be opened Follow up inspired plans with
to traffic after the dedication creative accomplishment. As SAGITTARIUS
23 to Dec. 21
ceremonies on August 30 at 2:00 with Aries, you could now take ( Nov.
Mixed
influences. Plan to
p.m. eastern daylight time.
up a new venture if the odds clear up any confusing
The total length of 1-64 from seem to be on your side.
situations. Security must be
Frankfort, to Lexington is 17.3 GEMINI
built up on a sound basis. Inmiles. The total cost of this (May 72 to June 21)
telligently productive methods
section is 917,602,046.
Planetary influences now needed.
imagination,
stimulate your
ingenuity and incentive. This is CAPRICORN
the time to reach for top goals. (Dec. 22 to Jan. ZO)
Invest time and energies only
CANCER
col4PAiusa
in
protects worthy of your en23)
July
(June 22 to
0 OFF
OS 4
/
')
A shifting of certain situations deavor. In a rush to accomplish,
011, 0010CT•01,0401111-0011i Ta106-11010A.
islorea-0.- to,
t,
SH VS
indicated; some conditions however, don't by-pass details.
Venn
P4.001010
t•.• ul••• AI
changing. You should be in on AQUARIUS
s a•. MIAOW& KV.MOM
Hatfooct•
the movements and plans.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
LEO
Uranus somewhat adverse.
(July 24 to Aug. 22)
Watch for irritating situations
This is a day for aggressive and bridge them amicably and
action—which the Leoite with unbiased opinion. Move
PROBLEM ? f- always enjoys. Aim for your briskly into productive areas.
ust
objectives in swift, sure
manner. On the personal side: PISCES
X
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Romance highly favored.
day.
average
less
or
A more
VIRGO
at
further
or
least
finish,
Better
Excess water in the body can
A.
L
P
FI
M)
Sept.
(Aug. 24 to
be uncomfortable. E-LIM will
Better-than-average in- current projects. Starting new
help you lose excess water
fluences but, in general, you undertakings without proper
weight. We at Holland
it
will fare better at routine ac- preparation could lead to
Drug Store recommend
than in starting new disappointment.
tivities
Only $1.50
enterprises. Watch the budget.
HOLLAND DRUG CO.
YOU BORN TODAY, highly
intellectual and artistic, are a
notable combination of the
idealistic and the practical. You
are philosophical by nature,
may even have a touch of the
(foRMEPLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
mystic. You would be much
PRINTING SERVICES, INC.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER
happier in a profession than in
the world of commerce and,
with your great love of beauty,
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
would make an outstanding
AND
PRINTING
painter, musician or writer;
Camera Ready Copy Only.
could also succeed as a lawyer,
DUPLICATING
teacher, lecturer, engineer or
architect. Birthdate of: Sir
Edward Burne-Jones, painter,
designer; BI. Elizabeth Seaton,
founder of Sisters of Charity;
Johann Goethe, Ger. poet,
dramatist

Ford To
Dedicate
1-64 Route

Your Individual Horoscope
a,

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday

PERCULATOR
A Heat Resistant
,
r. Stain Resistant

42"x66"

AREA RUGS

Reg. '10.92

Skid Resistant - Many Uses

Reg.

$496

56.96
2-PIECE
EARLY AMERICAN

Soft & Restful

ROCKER
SET
p Print v Durable
,
v Comfortable

BED PILLOW
— Foam Filled —
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1.22

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT 1

MATERIAL- -1
60" Wide - Solids & Prints
•
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88

3.88

I

1 90-

Deluxe
Blue Horse

Vinyl

STARTER
SET

Covered

Set includes
Notebook, Filler
Paper and Organizer.

CLOTHES HAMPERS

Reg. '1.89

Reg. '12.88

$999

ei#

HEARING AIDS
P50

00

124z

WATER WEIGHT

YOUTH, BOYS & MEN'S WHITE

TENNIS SHOES

HOUSEHOLD
—

•

Great Selection of Sizes

Special!
Water Pails, Pans, Cutlery .
Trays and Waste Baskets

2.99

E-LIM

Fast Print Copy Center

504-0 MAIN STREET

— PHONE 7334142

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

42071

A
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14-oz. Size

Conditioning
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Fast Color
180 Yd. Skein
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Swim Coach Is Hoping
For New World Records
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Pro Football Roundup

Eaton's Captures Title
In Men's League Tourney

PAGE SEVEN

New Stadium For Bills
But Same Losing Team

his own mark of 2:21.55 set last
AAU rules require a swimyear when he won a gold medal mer to reside in a district for
In the event in the Olympics.
four months before competing
By FRED ROTHENBERG .
"We were told there were 16
Jan Stenerud kicked three
In concluding competition for a club in thadistrict.
Associated Press Sports Writer seconds left by the judge on our field goals and Jeff Kinney
Saturday night, Olympic veterIf officials uphold the protest,
The Buffalo Bills have a new side and now we find out there scored on a one-yard TD plunge
Eaton's marched through the
an Rick DeMant of the Marin Gatorade point standings would
County 8-4.
80,000-sea
t stadium but can't were only four seconds left," for Kansas Qty.
Men's
Softballs
League
TourEaton's jumped out in front in
Aquatic Club of San Rafael, be affected, but Tyler will
still
shake an old nemisis — losing.
said Bills' Coach Lou Saban.
Saturday,the St. LouWe
Calif., set an American record go to the World Aquatic Cham- nament undefeated as they the first inning of the chamThe Chicago Bears handed
In another game the Giants nals edged the New York Jets
of 15.51.021 In the men's 1,500 pionships as a result of his per- outclassed Parker-McKeruiey pionship game as they scored a
to claim the championship rue and then added another in the Bills their fourth straight gained their fourth victory in 13-10; the New England Patrimeter freestyle.
formance in the meet.
loss 13-10 Sunday in a con- as many tries, going ahead ear- ots pounded the
Sunday,
6-3.
New Orleans
the third to take a 2-0 lead.
That bettered the previous
Prior to Saturday's final
troversy-filled National Foot- ly as New York safety Spider Saints 31-6; the
Eaton's had advanced to the
Minnesota VikIn the bottom of the third
American and official world event, Santa Clara had 254
Lockhart intercepted a second ings trounced the Oakland
finals by defeating Marshall frame,Parker-McKenney came ball League preseason game.
record of 15:52.58 set by Mike points to Gatorade's 285.
County Friday night 16-2.
back with a pair of runs to tie
Burton, who formerly swam for
In Sunday's other NFL period Terry Bradshaw pass Raiders 34-10; the San Diego
games, the New Yoek Giants and zoomed 42 yards for a Chargers defeated the Philathe Arden Hills Swim Club of
Parker-McKenney came to the score at two apiece.
delphia Eagles 24-17; the WashEaton's
snapped
beat
deadlock
the
the Pittsburgh Steelers 29- touchdown, breaking a 3-3 tie.
"Our swimmers' reputations Carmichael, Calif., during the
the finale through the losers'
Several minutes later, rookie ington Redskins breezed by the
in
the
of
top
fourth
the
24;
Green
as
the
San
Francisc
and our country's reputation Olympics last year.
49ers
o
bracket by defeating Benton
came in to score on a single by punished the Denver Broncos Brian Kelley picked off another Baltimore Colts 20-3 and the
But it was less than the pendare on the_block, so it becomes
Friday 74.
Bradshaw toss and went 30 Cleveland Browns trimmed th__,„e
ing world mark of 15:37.80 set
important to us."
Saturday found Parker- Edwards. Eaton's added three 43-7 and in the only night ac- yards for the score.
Meanwhile, Amite Falcons 20-17.
more
runs
the
in
tion,
sixth
inning
the
Stager described his team as by Steve Holland of Australia
to
Green
Bay
Packers
McKenney victorious over
Thursday night, the Houston
insure the win.
tripped the Kansas City Chiefs soccer-style kicker Pete Gogoone with a good blend of "youth earlier this month.
Moose, 9-5.
lak booted five field goals.
Oilers nipped the Dallas CowGreen and Edwards each had 21-16.
Shirley Bahashoff of the
and experience" and predicted
San Francisco scored two boys 27-24.
In the second game played three hits in three plate apthe team will do "very well" in Huntington Beach Aquatic Club
The Rich Stadium clock was touchdowns before Denver comSaturday, Parker-McKenney pearances for the winners while
Friday night, the Miami Dolthe chaMpionships, to be held of Santa Ana, Calif., set a meet
inoperative throughout the sec- pleted an offensive play and phins stopped
survived as they whipped Gibson added a pair of hits.
the Los Angeles
Sept. 1-9 in Belgrade, Yugo- record Saturday in the women's
ond half and the officials on the had 40 points before the Broncos Barns 17-14
and the Cincinnati
slavia. The squad was to leave 100 meter freestyle in :58.774,
field
kept
the
official
time with could dent the scoreboard.
Bengals beat the Detroit Lions
whicir bettered her own mark
for Belgrade today.
stopwatches, causing some
Steve Spurrier threw TD 17-10.
One of the .swimmers who of :59.639 set earlier in the day
problems.
passes to Gene Washington and
will be competing on the team during preliminaries.
The BWs were down 13-10 in Ted Kwalik while Bruce Gos" is 16-year-old Jo Harshbarger,
Stan Carper of the David
the waning seconds of the sett kicked four field goals to
who swims for the Lake Wash- Douglas team of Portland,
game, but were driving toward pace the romp.
ington Swim Club of Bellevue, Ore., also set a meet record,
the Bears' goal line. Then DenMacArthur Lane rushed for
Wash.
with a clocking of 2:08.880 in
nis Shaw found J.D. Hill with a one touchdown and threw for
In the National Amateur Ath- the men's 200 meter individual
ELKHART LAKE, Wis. AP)
By LARRY PALADIN° .
Michigan's only loss last year 50-yard bomb.
another while quarterback
letic Union Long Course Swim- medley. That eclipsed the preAssociated Press Sports Writer was to the Buckeyes, 14-11, who
Chicago's Allan Ellis tackled Scott Hunter added the Pack- — Mark Donohue set a track
ming and Diving Champion- vious mark of 2:09.5 set by
speed record Sunday in his
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) — eventually were beaten by Hill which led to the two play- ers' third six-point
er in the
ships, she set a world record Gary Hall of Phillips 66 Long
Coach Bo Schembechler readily Southern California 42-17 in the ers mixing it up as the officials Green Bay Packers'
third consecutive victory of the
21-16 victoSaturday night in the women's Beach ( Calif. ) in 1970.
admits that the battle for the Rose Bowl. Michigan and Ohio permitted the clock to run out. ry over the Kansas
Canadian-American Challenge
City Chiefs. 4
1500-meter freestyle with a
The other meet record was
Big Ten Conference champion- State finished tied for the Big
Cup sports car race series—and
time of 16:54.146, breaking the turned in by the Huntington
still wasn't satisfied.
ship again will be between his Ten crown.
pending world record of Beach Aquatic Club with a time
Michigan Wolverines and
"The speed slowed down
Michigan's fortunes will de16:56.90 set by Australia's of 4:01.731 in the women's 400
much more than I expected,"
Woody Hayes' Buckeyes of pend on how well both its offenShane Gould earlier this year. meter freestyle relay, breaking
CRAIG DARNALL, fourth Ohio State.
he said.
sive and defensive lines devel"1 didetinow it until I heard the previous mark of 4:02.1 ,set grade student at KIrksey
"But some day that's going op,`and whether key injuries
But racers had to tangle with
the crowd about 20 ( meters)," by the Santa.fraira &Ike Teain Efetnentary School, wint—*
Ate—tarn around, he said: occur.fanly twos starters, tackle95-degree weather and Road
said Miss Harshbarger, who in 1988.
trophy at the first annual Junfir "Somebody will come
America's twisting, four-mile
up with a Jim Coode and guard Mike Hocalled her parents at home
Members of the team includ- Pro Basketball Clinic held at peeper
semifinals.
By BOB GREEN .
layout, and Donohue observed:
and make it tough."
ban, are on the offensive front
shortly after setting the record. ed Terri Clarke, Valerie Lee, Calvert City, Darnall was the
"Oh, man, this is the great- "Everybody was in the same
Associated Press Golf Writer
He didn't sound like he ex- wall. However, there are letter"Then," she said, "I knew Susie Whitaker and Miss Baba- best free throw shot in the seven
RALEIGH, N.C.( AP) — Last est," he said clutching the 840,- boat."
pects it to happen this season, men at every position but split
and I started going for it." She shoff.
and eight year old group. He is however. The
Wolverines and end, where sophomore Keith winter, Bert Greene was in a 000 first-place check that more
He had set a track record of
said the cheers of the crowd
The Santa Clara team won the son of Mr and Mrs. Rob
hospital in northern California than quadrupled his earnings 122.05.)miles per hour in Saturgave her added impetus since the women's swinuning title Darnall of Farmington Route the Buckeyes again are favored Johnson holds sway.
day's qualifying, and averaged
He is among several new- with is.gunshot wound in his for the year.
she was starting to tire and the with a total of 540 points, fol- One, Coldwater community. and their traditional seasonSchroeder developed tendon- a record 114.021 m.p.h. Sunday,
ending confrontation may de- comers highly touted by right foot. Down the coast in La
applause "really helped."
lowed by Huntington Beach Brad Harper was tops in the
termine the conference cham- Schembechler. Others include Jolla, John Schroeder had his itis in his left thumb in 1971 topping George Follrner's 1972
She said she felt she had to Aquatic Club with 208 and La- nine and ten year olds, and
pion and Rose Bowl representa- offensive tackle Kirk Lewis, of- left hand in a cast and was and suffered through 21
/
2 years mark.
"break the American record to lewood of Southern Pacific, Ca- Mark Davis was best in the
tive.
Turbo-charged
fensive guard Craig McMullen, wondering if his brief career of poor play and pain that occaPorsches
make the team (for Belgrade). lif., at 161.
eleven and twelve year old
sionally "was so bad I couldn't dominated the 100-mile qualiLast year the Wolverines, middle guard 'fin Davis, defen- was over.
I'm pretty excited about it,"
The Cincinnati Pepsi Marlins group.
Both capped their comebacks use the thumb to 'ptck up a fying heat and the-100-mile title
who finished sixth nationally in sive end Dan Jilek, and defenthe added.
were fourth with 156 and Arden
Sunday with companion vic- glass."
the
final
Associate
heat, although deprived of
d
sive
Press
Photo
back
by
poll
B.
Don
Foust
Dufek
Jr.
Two other swimmers set Mills of Carmichael, Calif., was
Finally he sought the aid of fourth place by Scooter Patrick
with a 10-1 record, whipped TuTackle Dave Gallagher and tories in pro golf's only doubleworld records during the meet fifth with 144.
Schroeder sweeping old pro Paul Runyan.
lane 21-7, Navy 35-7, Minnesota end Don Coleman are the only header
of Hawthorne, Calif., in a
— Keene Rothhammer of the
However, the National AAU
BROKE IN BIG
through a sparkling field of
"He watched me play one McLaren.
42-0, and Iowa 31-0.
returning
starters
on
the
defeneats Clara Swim Chili and Registration Committee will
DETROIT -(AP) — When
Archrival Michigan State was sive line, which has been the stars to the Match Play cham- hole and told me to change my
Donahue, of Media, Pa., lapJohn Hencken, also of the San- have to decide the men's team Frank Howard of the Detroit
shut out 10-0 and highly re- backbone of Schembechler pionship and Greene outlasting grip. He said it would do two ped all but the second and
ta Clara Club.
title because of a protest filed Tigers broke in with Green
veteran Miller Barber in a five- things: make me hit the ball third-place cars and finished 29
Miss Rothhanuner set a by George Haines, coach of the Bay, Wis. in the Three-I garded UCLA was surprised teams. Among the other standhole
sudden death playoff for better and ease the pressure on seconds ahead of No. 2 finisher
26-9.
outs
are
League
tight
end
in
Paul Seal,
1958, he hit 37
world record Wednesday night Santa Clara team.
the thumb," Schroeder said.
This season Michigan has a fullback Ed Shuttlesworth and the title in the LAM Open.
Jody Scheckter of South Africa.
in the women's 400-meter
He contended Fred Tyler, a homers, drove in 119 runs and
It was the first American vic"It worked."
Follmer was third.
freestyle with a time of 4:18.07, swimmer for the Gatorade batted .333 in 129 games. He led good chance to roll over oppo- quarterback Dennis Franklin.
the league in homers and in nents in much the same fashCraig Mutch leads a solid tory for each, and they joined
eclipsing the previous mark of Swim Team of Bloomington, RBI's.
In 1968, playing
Hawaiian Open champion John
1:19.04 set by Miss Gould in the Ind., violated an AAU regu- Washington Senators, with the ion, although the coach predicts linebacking corps, while the deHoward tough games against Michigan fensive backfield also is strong. Schlee as the only first-time
1972 Olympics.
lation by swimming in the paced the American League in
State, Iowa, Illinois, Purdue
There are a total of 37 letter- winners on the pro tour this
The other world mark was meet. He said Tyler took part homers with 44.
season.
and Ohio State.
men, including 14 starters.
set by Hencken Friday night in in a meet unattached but regis"This is one of the greatest
the men's 200-meter breastroke tered to the Florida Gold Coast
days — certainly the luckiest
in a time of 2:20.523, bettering Association.
day—of my life," said Greene,
a lean, 29-year-old veteran of
seven years on the tour.
Greene's career appeared to
be in danger last year when he,
accidently shot himself in the
foot. He had a pistol in his gulf
bag and the gun discharged
Minimum
while he was loading the bag in
By NORM CLARKE
more than 20 homers in one quickly this
the
car.
By BOB WARNER
trators claimed Taiwan viogame can turn
Associated Press Writer
season.
He picked up $20,000 from the
Associated Press Writer
lated Little League regulations
around. We still have five
CINCINNATI(AP) — Cincin"That's
one
the
I wanted. We games left with them. They'll total purse of 8100,000 after
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (AP) on the size of -league districts
nati Reds' Manager Sparky An- little guys aren't supposed to
dropping a six-foot birdie putt
Tainan City, Taiwan, left the and the amount of practice
be thinking about us," he said.
derson is waiting and hoping — hit homers," said Morgan,
on the fifth extra- hole? He and
Little League World Series with time.
a 5waiting for the Los Angeles foot-7 speedster who also
Barber had finished the regustole
three consecutive no-hitters, six
"I thought last year's team Dodgers to
lose and "hoping his 55th base.
lation
72 holes tied at 278 — sixbatting marks and the island's was perfect," said one U.S. Of._
GOLF
DATES SET
_we're straightened out."
'
Morgan's closest competitor
third consecutive world title.
FAR HILLS, N.J. (AP) — under-par on the 6,786-yard
ficial. "This year's is much betThe Reds failed to gain on the base paths,
There is no end to the ex- ter. It's not fair for our boys to
Brock, The 1975 United- &idea Worn- MacGregor Downs Country
ground on the Dodgers Sunday nabbed his 50th steal
to break en's Amateur golf champion- Club course.
planations.
compete with them. They don't but Anderson
saw signs of en- Ty Cobb's record of 50 or more ship will be played [TheBrie- The match play was on
"The reason they won is that have a chance."
the
couragement in a 4-1 victory thefts for eight
consecutive sea- Burn Country Club in West same course, with the 27-yearthey are very good players,"
$5,000 Minimum
The complaints began as soon over St.
$1,000 Minimum
Louis.
sons. It was Brock's ninth year Newton, Mass. The dates will old Schroeder beating graying
said team manager Chiu Sung- as Huang Ching-hui threw a
Aug.
be
11-16.
Pitcher
The
Fred
1974
Norman,
chamraked
achieving the feat.
veteran DeWitt Weaver 2-up in
nan through an interpreter. perfect game against Bitburg,
at a homer-a-game pace in his
"It has not been an easy pionship is set for the Broad- the final after disposing of Lee
"Some of them are geniuses at Germany, A.F.B. in the opener
moor
Golf
Club
in
Seattle,
last eight starts, gave up his task," said Brock.
Trevino 1-up with a birdie on
"I've been Wash.
playing baseball."
of the eight-team, week-long 32nd
but recovered by return- lucky to be pretty injury
the 18th hole of the morning
free
series.
The score was 18-0.
"They're a better ball club,
ing to his curve ball to end a and able to stay in the
lineup.
After Kue Wen-li pitched an- three-game
just completely out of our
losing streak.
But I was pretty certain I could
class," said Ralph Lanik, man- other no-hitter against Tampa,
"I think I had lost interest in get 50 this year," he
1
/
2
%
added.
ager of the Tucson, Ariz., team Fla., with Taiwan smashing my curve. I guess I had fallen in
"I probably eould have about
that lost 12-0 in Saturday's fi- four batting records for a 27-0 love with my fastball," said 75-80 right
now, but I can't
nale, getting just two men on victory, the complaints contin- Norman, now 11-12, but 10-5 jeopardize
the ball club,"
ued.
The
team
was booed as it since joining the Reds in
base. 'There's no way they're
a June Brock said.
took the field against Tucson.
that good following the rules."
trade from San Diego.
The loss narrowed the Cards
No Minimym
But all the allegations were
Another manager accused the
He spaced six hits before lead to lka over
Pittsburgh in
denied
by
Taiwanes
e officials. leaving with one out 'in the the
Taiwanese of forging birth cerEastern Division race.
According to Federal Regulations, existing
Little League President Peter eighth. The only
tificates to fit its players into
run off him
Norman, with his left arm
the 10-to-12-year-old age brack- J. McGovern says his Ameri- came on Ted Simmons' llth and left
ankle wrapped with ice
Certificates, must be held to maturity at present
et. Several volunteer adminis- can volunteers don't understand homer.
packs, revealed he's been boththe importance Taiwan at"He has to have the breaking ered by calcium
rates of interest.
deposits in his
taches to baseball. The per- stuff to go with
his fastball," ankle for the past month.
formance of its teams is "the said Anderson
.
"I had an injection for it this
pride of the nation," he said.
The Reds, who have had week. It's affected
my rhythm
Taiwan's 23 league districts trouble holding
,
on to leads of and I haven't been pushing
. -...- .
are "substantially larger" than late, received
off
...., •
..
an inning and the mound correctly.
It's conthose of the United States, two-thirds of hitless
. -,...--„,..
a!".41
....
relief from cerned me," he said.
McGovern acknowledged, giv- Pedro Borbon
to notch only
WA
Anderson
111
was
ril
l ... .
pleased with
ing its tournament teams larg- their third
win in the last 10 the second straight 2-for-4
r."7"
ill
perer pools of talent to choose games.
formance by rookie Ken Griffrom.
"I think we gave away four fey, who joined
•
'..
the club SaturBut another factor is dis- games in the last
week. You day. "He's got great
Ititto's good Pomo km you.
cipline, McGovern said. The have to
legs
SYPIA-CLEAR
blame yourself when They'll take him a long
,Docootostant tablollo work FAST owl amway in
Taiwan teams are always the you give 'em
.lootously to thole sod deer o
away," said An- this game."
totvtlitos Oot "ttattl-tare titetitt Poto
ltrIltit
best
behaved,
"as
fine
.a
group
derson.
hoots taltol from plilik
1;11
4
1:rain ot tow
The opportunity to gain on
of kids as yOu could ever hope
Joe Morgan's record-tying Los Angeles
loRasto
bt7, •
ArieIG.'"
s Otti
:11, uws WS cas Im
"
was lost when the
to
see."
SIVA-WAR
.
$l all s.Slits.,
owl
home run in the seventh pad- Dodgers
otos-,
soorsololli
defeated Philadelphia
And Chiu said that if any ded the Reds' lead.
by soli°
tilligrrithry!
The Cincinaveraged bays had been on.his..rhaU shortstop
: INTRODUCTORY OPMI
belted_zhia
7th & Main
....ten%
squad, they would have been I. homer to join Lou Brock
Walk VIM
of the body a rest now." said.
'INSURED!
caught by other Taiwan teams Cards and Houston'
Anders Cesar CeBuy oast small sir*
- son.
4,
during intense regional play deno as the only
FAIR WAY
John hilii -clears clucks sn •charTty
ew 4):1LI
Syna-Cleas
wet on. Frost!
players to
golf
"I'm not saying we can catch
.tournam
early in the tournament.
ent
at
San
r101 I AND DRUG CO
Phone
Diego,
Calif. He's los•Angeles Rams
steal 50 or more bases and hit them, but
753-7921
it's amazing bow
Quarterback.
By BOB FIRESTONE JR.
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The head coach of the U.S.
team tor the upcoming World
Aquatic Championships thinks
some of his swimmers will possibly set world records.
"Sure I do," replied Gus Stager, when asked if he foresees
records for his swimmers. "I
hope and I pray and all those
things that things will go right
so we can get the world

Big Ten Expected To
Be A Two Team Race

Donohue Sets New
Track Speed Mark

Greene And Schroeder
Capture Comeback Wins

BLUE HORN
left to right, Jam
Price and Bill Pri
Susan Kurz. Kathy

0

F
By KEN RAP
Associated Press
This is the Joe
Wind it up and wa
The diminutive
second baseman w
up Sunday... and
tied a major league
a home rw).
"That's the one
said Morgan, after
homer helped the
St. Louis Cardinals
Morgan thus
third player in
to hit at least 20
steal 50 bases in
son. He has 55 s
year.
Sharing the
are Houston's
and St. Louis' Lou
stole his 50th base
son Sunday for ano
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By FRANK
Associated Press
Texas Rangers
Merritt beat Cle
lord Perry at
Sunday.
The veteran I
wasn't available
after his club w
and 5-3, but Me
clear that he had
from Perry's ne
trig the three-hi
the Cleveland ri
the first game.
"I threw a
fastballs," said
the nickname r
Perry specialty
the spitball by
(era.
"We've been
lot of ball gam
the 29-year-old
decided to try
The pitch was
fuddle the India
aged to collect
off that "Gaylor
In other Am
games, the
blanked the New
1-0; the Chicago
a doubleheader
troit Tigers, 4Milwaukee Bre
Minnesota
more Orioles
sas City Roya
California Mg
Boston Red Sox
A's 1,
Mel Stottlem
hit ball agains
Joe Rudi singl
in the eighth.
sacrificed to
Fosse, raced to
pitch, and c
score on a
only run the A'
man needed
hard-luck Stottl
White Sex
''Those first
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Standings

Tri-State Junior Open

Kathy Outland Is
Winner at Indiana

By THE. ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League

ls
El

L. Pct. G.B.
74 52 .587 —
70 Se .547 5
70 60 538 6

Baltimore
Boston
Detroit
New York
Milwaukee
Cleveland

8 6
2
54
6
6
7
75
64

2'
9
1
5 2
12
588
4

West
77 52 .597 —
73 58 .557 5
61 69 .469 161/4

over 200 players from six states Briscoe of New Albany, In-,.
and the competition in the two diana.
After dropping the first set
day affair. was outstanding.
•
Miss Outland had little -1,-Austin came back to forck;:
second,
the
taking
by
sets
split
marched
she
as
at
all
trouble
through opening round and 6-4.
In the final set, Austin fell 84"
quarterfinal competition and
then into the semifinals and the to Briscoe.
Jill Austin returned in the 14
championship.
In the championship match year-old girl's doubles and
held Sunday morning, Miss conithried with Amy Dougherty Outland claimed the title over of Louisville to claim the title in
Lisa Peck of Evansivlle in that division.
Miss Austin and Miss
straight sets, 6-1, 6-4.
Another Murray girl, Jill Dougherty defeated Janie
Austin, won opening round and Glingerrnan and Jill Patterson
quarter-final matches before of Indianapolis in three sets, 2-6,
7-5 and 6-3.
falling in the semifinals.
Miss Austin, playing the 14
In the finals of the boy's 14 'year-old girl's singles, fell in year-old doubles, Brent Austin
straight sets to Susan Bennett of and Scott Koch ok Louisville
Louisville, 6-2, 7-5.
finished in second place.
In the semifinals of the boy's
Austin and Koch fell 7-6, 6-1 to '
Murray State's Racers sal 14 year-old singles, Brent Briscoe of New Albany and
their first contact of the fall Austin fell in three sets to Klew of Indianapolis.
4
practice season Friday and
Coach Bill Furgerson called the
drill "spirited and satisfactory."
"We've got a long way to go,"
Furgerson said, "and of course,
this was our first chance to see
the squad this fall other than in
dummy drills but we should
The annual drawing for blinds then sowing buckwheat, millet,
know a great deal about them
in the Bear Creek Waterfowl milo, and other waterfowl !Odd
by this time next week."
before flooding again in late fall
The Racers began fall Area near the Lake Barkley
prior to the waterfowl season.
practice last Monday but had shoreline in Land Between The
The area downstream from
the
worked in shorts and largely on Lakes will be held at
the
Bear Creek Unit to the
in
School
High
County
Stewart
s
conditoning and assignment
at 9:00 a.m. Kentucky state line will be open
until they put on pads Friday. Dover, Tennessee,
each day during the watedowl
'urgerson reported himself on Labor Day, September 3.
There will be no blind
season.
inparticipate
must
-•
Hunters
conpleased 'tin his team's
s sires staked or drawn for this
dition and that thus far no the drawing. Individual
section; however, sites may be
major injuries have occurred. desiring blind sites must appear
registrered when the drawing
the
in
for
person
drawing.
and
"we've had a few sprains
Hunters who have registered for the Bear Creek Unit is held.
bruises but nothing at all
Any blinds or pits built in this
for a blind site in any other state
.
serious."
area must be registered with
in
t
are
managemen
waterfowl
twiceThe squad will continue
are not eligible for TVA.
a-day drills through the middle Tennessee
at Bear Creek. The
of next week. The first game- the drawing
CAPTAINS ARMY TENNIS
area is one of the
Creek
Bear
be
likely
will
WEST POINT, N.Y. (API —
like scrimmage
top duck hunting spots on Lake Jim Armstrong, of Crosby,
Tuesday.
nt Tex., will captain Army's 1974
The Raqers will open their Barkley. TVA manageme
in
include
the
area
practices
tennis team. Last spring, Arm.
Stewart
Roy
new
season in
tely 100 strong compiled a 14-3 record
Stadium, Sept. 15 against pumping approxima
acres dry in the early summer, for the Cadets.
Western Carolina.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
-- Kathy Outland,swept through
468-4
e--..469
59 l7
66
competition over the weekend
45 83 .352 21,h
at Evansville, Indiana, to
Monday's Games
Texas (Clyde 45) at Bait)
capture the title in the 10 yearmore (Cuellar 12 12), N
girl's singles at the Tri-State
old
Minnesota (Fife 0-1) at De
Junior Open.
troit (Strahler 44), N
Milwaukee (Champion 451 at
Miss Outland, a sixth grader
Chicago (Wood 20 18), N
plays on the Murray High
who
Boston (Pole 3 1) at Oakland
(Odom 49). N
girl's tennis team, was topOnly games scheduled
seeded in the division.
Tuesday'sGames
The tournament featured
New York at California. N

an
Oakld
City
ic
Chicago
Minneso
taes a
rrria
California

Milwaukee at Chicago, N
Minnesota at Detroit. N
Kansas City at Cleveland
Texas at Baltimore N

Blue Horne. Members of the team are top roa
BLUE HORNETS—The winner this summer in the Girl's Softball League ss as the
Walker, Mary Anne Kurz, Kim Johnson, Penny
Sheila
Puckett,
Lynn
Redden,
Dawn
left to right, Jamie Washer, assistant coach;
Teresa Dick, Jann Washer, Jenny lavins and
Poston,
Lyn
Lovins,
Price and Bill Price, coach. Front row, LaDonna Overbey, Kelly
Susan Kurz. Kathy Outland and Ilz Hendon %ere absent when the picture bias taken.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon •

Morgan's Homer Is
Fatal To Cardinals
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
This is the Joe Morgan doll.
Wind it up and watch it go.
The diminutive Cincinnati
second baseman was all wound
up Sunday... and as a result,
tied a major league record with
a home run.
"That's the one I wanted,"
said Morgan, after his two-run
homer helped the Reds beat the
St. Louis Cardinals 4-1.
Morgan thus became the
third player in baseball history
to hit at least 20 homers and
steal 50 bases in a single season. He has 55 steals so far this
year.
Sharing the record with him
are Houston's Cesar Cedeno
and St. Louis' Lou Brock, who
stole his 50th base of this season Sunday for another mark of

distinction. Brock set a record
of nine straight seasons of 50 or
more steals, breaking Ty
Cobb's record of eight.
Morgan's homer in the seventh inning helped the Reds
break open a tight game. Fred
Norman, the Cincinnati starter.
won his llth contest.
In the National League's other g,ames, the Los Angeles
Dodgers beat the Philadelphia
Phillies 7-3; the.San Francisco
Giants edged the New York
Mets 5-4; the San Diego Padres
downed the Montreal Expos 4-2;
the Atlanta Braves turned back
the Pittsburgh Pirates 8-6, and
the Chicago Cubs trimmed the
Houston Astros 4-2.
Dodgers 7, Phithes 3
Joe Ferguson and Ron Cey
blasted home runs and Steve
Garvey knocked in two runs

with sacrifice flies, giving Los
Angeles a 7-.1 decision over
Philadelphia.
The victory gave the Dodgers
a sweep of their three-game
series in Philadelphia and kept
them four games ahead of Cincinnati in the National League
West.
Giants 5, Mets 4
San Francisco's Ron Bryant
became the National League's
first 29-game winner and Dave
Kingman knocked in four runs
with a homer and single in the
Giants' 54 victory over New
York.
"It's every pitcher's dream,
a dream come true for me,"
said Bryant as his record
reached the 2041 mark.
Padres 4, Expos 2
A two-run homer by Dave
Roberts snapped a tie in the

ninth inning and carried San
Diego over Montreal 4-2. "hif
big pitch today was my curve
ball," said San Diego's winner,
Randy Jones.
Braves 8, Pirates 6
Dave Johnson became the
major league's home run leader with 36, a grand slam shot
that helped Atlanta beat Pittsburgh 8-6. Johnson took a step
closer to Roger Hornsby's
42 homer record for second
basemen.
Cubs 4, Astra; 2
Carmen Fanzone drilled three
hits, including the game-winning single, carrying Chicago
over Houston 4-2. "It was a
weird feeling, getting to play
the whole game," said Fanzone, who was subbing for
regular third baseman Ron
Santo.

National League
East
W L. Pct. G.B.
65 64 504 -Louis
St
62 64 492 1' 2
Pittsburgh
63 66 488 2
Chicago
60 68 469 4, 7
Montreal
59 70 457 6
Philadelphia
58 70 453 61
New York
West
st1 49 623
e
Los Angeles
'78 54 591 4
Fr
cinna
Cincinnati
ncisco 72 56 563 8
San
67 65 508 15
Houston
Atlanta
9 2
12'
7 3
69 47,1
A8 ,81__3
Son Diego - 63
Monday's Games
San Francisco (Barr 10 13) at
Philadelphia (Lonborg II 10), N
Los Angeles (Messersmith 11
81 at Montreal (Rogers 43), N
San Diego (Arlin 9 1)1 at New
York (Stone 73>, N
St Louis (Nagy 0 11 at Hous
ton (Griffin 0 51, N
Only
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles at Montreal, N
San Diego at New York, N
Phila
at
Francisco
San
delphia, N
- Chicago at Atlanta, N`
- Pittsburgh e Cincinnati, N .
-- St Louis at Houston, N

Racers Undergo
First Contact
Drill On Friday,

games scheduled

-LAMEST. LONG
AND SECOND RICHEST
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (API —
The 1973 WIBC championship
tournament here was the largest, longest and second richest
tournament ever in bowling history.
The 54th annual tournament
drew 9,644 five-woman teams,
who competed over 107 consecutive days.
The $706,431 prize fund more
than' -doubled the • previous
WIBC record of $351,305, paid
out at the 1972 tournament in
Kansas City, Mo.

Add Merritt To The
itballers
'List
-Iitinnesota rally that pro- Baltimore's 10-1 victory over
been killing us all year," said inning
By FRANK BROWN
two runs and left a run- Kansas City, lifting Jim Palmduced
Martin
Billy
Manager
Detroit
Writer
Associated Press Sports
third in gaining a 3-2 er to his 10th consecutive
ner
on
outinning
first
two-run
after
Texas Rangers pitcher Jim
Jim Siaton had been triumph. It was the Orioles'
victory.
his
sent
Merritt beat Cleveland's Gay- bursts in both games
along with a three-hit- 13th triumph in a row.
cruising
defeats.
3-1
and
4-1
to
Tigers
game
lord Perry at his own
Sox 0 ..
Carlos May hit two home ter, but a triple and two singles Angels 1, Red
Sunday.
won a pitcher's
Singer
Bill
was
he
and
two
run.s
him
cost
Jim
backing
The veteran Indians pitcher runs and a double,
for relief pitcher Carlos duel from Luis Tient, getting a
yanked
the
in
pitching
hit
threeKaat's
wasn't available for comment
the nightcap, Bill Vela_kquez who sot the final second-inning run on Leroy
after his club was beaten 9-0 first game. In
-Stanton's single as the Angels
his 16th hors run in out.
and 5-3, but Merritt made it Melton hit
overcame a three-hitter by Luis
Oriolei011, Royals 1
designated
a
as
start
first
,.his
clear that he had taken a page
rapped an insid0-- Ttant and beat the Red Sox 14.
Blair
Paul
Sox.
White
the
for
hitter
from Perry's new book, in hurlthe-park grand slam homer to Singer pitched a six-hitter and
Brewers 3, Twills 2
ing the three-hitter that beat
upped his record to 17-10.
The Brewers stopped a ninth- spark a 13-hit Oriole attack in
the Cleveland right-hander in
the first game.
"I threw about 25 Gaylord
fastballs," said Merritt, using
the nickname reserved for a
Perry specialty — often called
the spitball by frustrated hitters.
"We've been losing quite a
lot of ball games lately," said
the 29-year-old Merritt, "and I
decided to try something new."
The pitch was enough to bemont, saw the Israeli team okay. They did everything posBy GEOFFREY MILLER
fuddle the Indians, who manWriter greeted with derisive whistles sible to help us. It is only when
Sports
Press
Associated
aged to collect only three hits
we get into security and politiMOSCOW (AP) — It looks a by the crowd at the opening
off that "Gaylord fastball."
cal stratas that we run into
1989 Olympic cerrnony.
the
that
bet
safe
In other American League
But the IOC chiefs had left trouble."
in MosA's Games will be staged
games, the Oakland
Soviets sports sources say
when the anti-Israeli
Moscow
cow.
blanked the New York Yankees
alterna- demonstrations reached their that if the 1980 Olympics are
logical
no
is
There
1-0; the Chicago White Sox took
Moscc‘w that a new stative, Olympic sources said as peak. At a basketball game, held in
a doubleheader from the Debe built.
would
officially
dium
soldiers,
Army
Red
University
the seventh World
troit Tigers, 4-1 and 3-1; the
Bids have to be submitted by
a spec- present to control the crowds,
with
here
ended
Games
Milwaukee Brewers held off the
team next March 31. Moscow is the
tacular closing ceremony Satur- whistled at the Israeli
Minnesota Twins 3-2; the Baltiflag only city known to be planning
Israeli
an
up
tore
and
day.
more Orioles crushed the Kana bid, although Copenhagen and
from waved by Jewish fans.
tors
administra
Sports
sas City Royals 10-1, and the
the Amsterdam have been reported
into
intrusion
Political
other
and
States
the United
California Angels edged the
been a interested.
Western countries have some Olympics always has
Boston Red Sox 1-0.
Meanwhile, Moscow's present
but they say that key issue with the 10C. The
s,
reservation
A's 1, Yankees 0
Mosin
are not far short of
facilities
Israelis
the
of
of
troubles
view,
of
point
from the
Mel fStottlemyre pitched nostandard. The hugr
considOlympic
be
to
certain
are
would
cow
sportsmen, the Russians
hit ball against the A's until
ered by the IOC when it de- Lenin Stadium, where the track
well.
Olympics
the
stage
Joe Rudi singled with one out
the 1980 and field events were held, car,
Doubts are mainly over com- cides on a site for
in the eighth. But Ruch was
hold 120,000 people.
year
next
Olympics
intrusion
munications and the
About 100,000 watched' the
sacrificed to second by Ray
Nicholas Rodis, president of
during
Antered
politics,
of
ceremony, but then(
Fosse, raced to third on a wild
Collegiate
opening
States
United
hostilthe
open
the
on
these games
more than 30,00('
were
pitch, and ..came around to
Rusnever
"The
said:
Council
athletSports
ity shown toward Israeli
score on a single. It was the
fine sports fa- present for the five days of
very
have
sians
es.
only run the A's and Ken Holtzproblem has track and field Performances
Lord Killanin, president of cilities. Our only
man needed in defeating the
were below Olympic standards
ions.
communicat
over
Combeen
the InternatiOnal Olympic
•
hard-luck Stottlemyre I-0.
"We found that in dealing and no one came close to a
his senior vice
and
mittee,
White Sox 4-3, Tigers 1-1
we were world record.
president, Count Jean de fikaau- with sports people
"Those first innings have
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Drawings For Blinds At 4
Bear Creek September 3:,1

FREE for ALL!
Ky. Yes Sir and Yes Mam - its really happening right here in good ole Murray
BOAT
all
for
free
out
a_real down to earth, slam banger, knock down and drag
CLEARNACE is under way.

Be sure and get thls straight! If you have even the slightest desire to own a boat
one big sale of
NOW - NOW - is the time for _action. No bull - this is it - this is the
going on sale for
the year! I Thousands of dollars of choice boats and motors are
We guaranteebelow.
-some
cost
out one big finals clearnace sale.Some at dealers
to save you more than interest on your money by grabbing one of these now
•
versus • • •
ring.
-A-rid now -lust tn ttmefor the-big tabor-Day-weekend - now is the time - many,
September,
many beautiful boating days left yet, matter of fact some of the best,
the wafer
on
be
to
days
beautiful October and even some beautiful, colorful scenic
in November.
Give us an opportunity to prove our guaranteed savings to you. A wide choice in
boats and motors - new ones from 25HP to 135HP- Thousands of dollars to be
saved. Boats will be highgr next spring- ykotitt rmaybe scarce again, so grab
yourself a bargain.
Ski
ous, quality brand names such as plastron, Marlin,Arrow Glass,
,
Flote
Trailers
Boat
Barge, onanza, Tide.Craft, Polar Craft and Shore Land'r
past and
Bote Pont , Evinrude Motors. We do appreciate you businets in years
the opportunity to offer you the greatest values and the largest
now we welco
out free for all boat sale.
selection to choose om in the knock down drag
•
1
These must go - no reason le offer refused. First Come'- first serve. Don't wait
- just yell, "Hey Morris" and Somebody will come running- Ralph Mike, Mrs.
Morris, - to help you with your serection.
r•:
4

-Murray Sport &

Center

South 4th Street (Concord Hwy.' 12t So
3-7400__
-—
- Murray, Ky.
Open Monday-Saturday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. for Your Convenience
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Mrs. Jean Brandeis Tachau Is Given
Fraser Award For Efforts In Field
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FRANKFORT, Ky.-From
the year 1921, a very gentle'
young woman has created time
and devoted energy to help
and
mothers
Kentucky
children.
Now, 79 years young, Mrs.
Jean Brandeis Tachau recently
received the Helen B. Fraser
Maternal and Child Health
Award for her persistent efforts
in the area of family planning
and children's interests in
Kentucky.
The award was presented by
Jorge Deju, M. D., director,
D4vision of Maternal and Child
Health (MCH), Kentucky State
Department of Health, at the
division's annual MCH Conference in Lexington. The
award was first established last
year by.. MCH as a living
memorial to Helen B. Fraser,
M. D., immediate past director
of as a living memorial to Helen
B. Fraser, M. D., immediate
past director of MCH, who
likewise exerted tremendous
personal efforts in the area of
maternal and child'health care.
Yet, Mrs. Tachau would be
the last to say that she
anything extraordinary in her
lifetime but that her efforts for
mothers and children were "all
in a day's work."
Born and reared in Louisville,
she explained: "I owe my great
interest in and devotion to the
problems of people to my
inheritance and upbringing."
Her parents, Alfred Brandeis
and Jenny Taussig, were advocates of public health and
welfare long before such in-

terests were fashionable. Mrs.
Tachau said she was raised "to
think about the needs of
others."
Her volunteer work in public,
health began during World War
I, working with the Red Cross.
When the war ended and its
accompanying
priorities
diminished, Mrs. Tachau
worked with the Children's
Protective Association in
Louisville.
It was then that her concern
for the poor deepened and she
began to think of ways that she
personally could help alleviate
some measure of poverty.
"I was especially concerned
with those families in which
babies came too fast. Too often
there was a correlation between
large families and proverty,"
she relates. At the same time
Margaret Sanger was making
controversial news at the
national level on the subject of
Birth Control.
"It seemed the only salvation
(Birth Control) for some of
these Mothers and as I though
further about it, the whole
concept of voluntary parenthood became more and more
appealing to me," Mrs. Tachau
said.
She met with Margaret
Sanger and set her goal to institute an effective birth control
movement in Louisville and
Jefferson County and later on in
many more counties.
"At the time, no larger group
organization was willing to
commit itself to any resolution
favoring birth control," she

said, "They felt the subject was
much too controversial to rish."
At the start, a great deal of
her time and energy was spent
in enlisting community support.
With a small ( all volunteer)
committee under Mrs. Tachau's
leadership, the work began in
Jefferson County. By the
summer of 1933, the Kentucky
Birth Control League was
organized and incorporated as
an affiliate of the American
Birth Control League.
Education of the public was
the major thrust of the League.
and
programs
Radio
educational materials were
developed to inform the public
about the concept of planned
parenthood.
"There were plenty of difficulties and not much success
that could be measured the
babies not born never made
news), but birth control became
a household word," said Mrs.
Tachau, whose belief in volun
tary parenthood is based on the
premise that planned families
make for happier homes and
healtheir ''.,children and help
limit the suffering and want of
poverty-stricken families. The
responsibilities carried by Mrs.
Tachau as an advocate of
voluntary parent-hood were
many, relates Miss Betty
Cosby, A.C.S.W., a close friend.
meticulous
''She
kept
records; worked to raise funds;
took leadership in planning
statewide conferences; served
as President of the League':
educational
developed
material; made field visits;
worked directly in the clinics;
nd
and,
--confer-red
corresponded with pharmaceutical groups-all on a
voluntary basis."
In the face of all that, "she
also found time to play
signigicant roles in improving
the juvenile court laws and
Kentucky's adoption law;
serving with boards of various
children's agencies (private &
public) and as chairman of the
Louisville Health & Welfare
Council, helping to establish a
system of school couselors, and
helping to establish the
Rehabilitation Center for the
handicapped."
In her quiet, unassuming
way, Mrs. Tachau has worked
for women's rights and on a
larger scale-human rightsyears before it became the "inthing" to advocate.
But with a twinkling in her
eye she is first to say, "Now
don't write anything flowery
about me...I couldn't have done
it without family's support
andmy husband's support." She
was married to the late Charles
G. Tachau and has three
children.

Poetry Director
Named for Schools
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Richard
Taylor, Lexington, has been
named Director of the Poetryin-the-Schools program sponsored by the Kentucky Arts
Commission and the National
Endowment for the Arts.
James Edgy, executive
•ireetor of-the Arts Commission, also announced the
appointment of another poet,
Bernie Bever, Shelbyville.
These two poets join M. Joe
Eaton on the staff of the Poetryin-the-Schools program, now in
its third year In Kentucky.
Mr. Taylor has :•-taught
composition and creative
writing at the University of
Kentucky where he is completing his doctoral degree. His
poetry has appeared in a
variety of literary magazines. A
native Kentuckian, Mr. Taylor
lives with his wife, Elizabeth, on
a farm near Athens.
Bernie Bever, formerly a
member of the English
Department of the University of
Wyoming, has an M.A. degree
from Depauw University. His
poems have been published in
over 16 literary magazines
throughout the country.
These publishing poets spend
six-week periods in schools
throughout the state, working
with students and teachers to
develop creativity,
imagination, and appreciation
of poetry. Any school interested
in having the program should
notify the Kentucky Arts
Commission in Frankfort.
All schools in Kentucky are
eligible to apply. Their only
obligation is to provide room
and board for the poet.
The famprey-eel, hatched m
the mud of shallow streams, remains in the larva stage for tip
to seven years before migrating
to the Great Lakes

ORDINANCE NUMBER 585, ORDINANCE NUMBER 584,
ORDINANCE BEING
AN
ORDINANCE
BEING
AN
FURTHER AMENDING CITY ADOPTING
RULES AND
CONOF MURRAY ZONING OR- REGULATIONS
DINANCE NUMBER 491.
TROLLING THE CONDUCT
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE AND ACTIONS OF PERCOMMON COUNCIL OF THE SONNEL OF THE MURRAY

FURNISHED APARTMENT,
four rooms, carpeted and air
conditioned. Available September 1. Couples only. No pets
Phone 753-3323 after 5:00
p.m.

TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO- BE IT ORDAINED BY THE THREE ROOM house, bath,
WIT:
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE screened in back porch. No pets
SECTION I: Article II, Section CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- Phone 753-1779 before 6:00 p.m. at
21, Subsection 27, of Zoning Or- TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO- Hoyt Cleaver Sr., Route 1,
dinance No. 491 is amended so as WIT:
Almo.
A27C
to read when so amended as SECTION I: The hereto atfollows, to-wit.
tached printed rules and FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
-.27 Mobile Home: Any trailer regulations for the conduct and
living room, kitchen, bathroom
or similar portable structure actions of the personnel of the
and shower and bath. One or two
without its own motive power, Murray Fire Department are
bedrooms. Zimmerman Aparthaving no integral foundation hereby approved and adopted.
ments South 16th Street, 753other than wheels, jacks, or Said
and
rules
printed
6609:
A27C
skirtings and used, designed or regulations shall have the same
constructed to be transported on force and effect as if actually
WANTED GIRL to live in with
the public streets and designed or written herein.
divorced woman and small child.
constructed to permit occupancy, ADOPTED
FIRST
ON
A27C
either permanent or temporary, READING ON THE 23rd DAY Phone 753-9808.
for dwelling purposes. Removal OF AUGUST, 1973.
of the means of conveyance from COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF NEED TWO roommates in
Embassy Apartments D-1. $38.00
a mobile home does not change MURRAY, KENTUCKY
each. Boys only. Phone 753the nature of a mobile home as By Holmes Ellis, Mayor.
AT/NC
defined in this zoning ordinance. ATTEST: Stanford Andrus, 4331.
The term mobile home does not Clerk, City of Murray, Keninclude travel trailers without tucky.
ITC TRAILER LOT, 114 acre, in New
their own motive power, pickup
Concord. Ready for hook up,
campers or coaches, and
'water included. Phone 436dwellings with their own mopve
5353.
power."
SECTION II: Article II, Section WANT TO BUY all electric MOBILE HOME, with washer
21 of Zoning Ordinance Number mobile home.Phone 753and air conditioning. On Lake
AC
491 is amended so as to add the =77
front lot at Blood River Subfollowing language when so
WANT TO BUY 1955-1960 ½ ton division, about 12 miles from
amended, to-wit:
Murray. Phone 436-2427 after 8:00
".48 Major Recreational pickup truck body, with or p.m.
A29C
without
motor
or
transmission.
Equipment: Any travel trailer
Phone
753-0689.
S1NC
without its own motive power,
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
pickup camper or coach,
Lake.
Air conditioned, washer,
like,
motorized dwelling and the
WANT TO BUY_ July 9 copies of
and cases or boxes used for The Ledger 8c 'runes. Please two bedrooms. Phone 436SIC
recreational bring to the'Ledger & 'Times, 103 ;14271traniportirig - such
'
equipment, whether occupied by North 4th Street,
TFNC
SLEEPING ROOMS for
such equipment or not."
WANT
TO BUY attractive two or, furnished, private entrance, air
SECTION III: Article II,
Section 25, of Zoning Ordinance three bedroom home, in or near conditioned, refrigerator.
Number 491 is amended so as to Murray. Price range $9,000.00 to Zimmerman Apartments, South
SIC
add the following language when 915,000.00. Phone 753-3570 or 753- I6th. Phone 753-6609.
/3602.
A31NC
so amended, to-wit:
NICE APARTMENT, carpeted,
".3a No major recreational
all electric. $60.00 per month.
equipment shall be parked or
Phone 753-6044.
A29C
stored on any lot in a residential
garage
or
district except in a
carport or in a required rear yard GROCERY STORE with or
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
or in a required side yard where without living quarters Will take
trade. Phone
it is no closer than 5 feet to any house or farm in onseptember2ip
RESIDENTIAL LOT,1314 Poplar
building or lot line provided, 753-1408.
Street, 79'x299'. Phone 753however, that such -equipment
2306.
A29C
may be parked anywhere on
a
period
residential premises for
BY OWNER four bedroom, two
not to exceed 24 hours during PRIVATE ROOMS for men
baths, washer, dryer and dishloading or unloading. No such students with kitchen facilities
equipment shall be used for and central heat and air. Phone washer, large living room, dining
A27C room and den. 1'2 block from
living, sleeping, or housekeeping 436-5479.
college, I block from Robertson
purposes when parked or stored
1
2 ACRE lot, located in Aurora, Elementary School. Phone 753on a residential lot or in any /
A3ONC
location not approved for such for mobile home. Phone 354-8161 0148.
after 7:00 p.m.
September 28C
KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200'
SECTION IV: Article II,
house, furnished, restricted lake view. Lots for
Section 25, of Zoning Ordinance
month. Available $25.00 down and $25.00 per month.
Number 49) is amended so as to
Phone 753Also 80' x 200' mobile home lots
add the folrowing language when
-AMC for $10.00 down and 10.00 per
so amended, to -wit:
month. Central water-lake
".3b Subsection .3a above may
be modified or waived in unusual TWO BEDROOM Kirnished access,all weather streets. Drive
cases by the Board of Zoning apartment, central heat and air. Northeast on 444 from New
Adjustments where it is shown Available immediately. Phone Concord and follow Keniana
A30C signs to office. Phone 436-5320 or
that the requirements acie.. Im- 753-4331.
436-2473.
practical or impossible to meet.
September 12C
An application in writing must be ROOM, WITH private entrance.
filed with the Bosrd of Zoning Walk to university. Phone 753- BY OWNER: beautiful shady lot
Adjustments outlining the reason 1387. •
100' x 253', beside park, Sharp
0
for such request, and explaining
Street. Ready for quality home.
why this case is different from
Phone 606) 549-2494. August27NC
others in the area. The Board will
TRAILER
SPACE
Opening
new
decide each case on its own
trailer court 2/
1
2 miles east of BY OWNER-two story brick
merits without nejudite or
Murray on Highway 94. Phone house with full size basement,
precedent."
753-2377,
A25C three large bedrooms, two baths,
SECTION V: Article II,Section
living room, dining room and
25, of Zoning Ordnance -Number
then. Has garage warn-eta
491 is amended so as to add the MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms, with two bedrooms,
kitchen
following language when so 10's55', 1964 model, all electric living room, bath and
utility
amended, to wit:
and air conditioned. Three miles room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
".3c No major recreational east of Murray. Phone 753-7856 or p.m. for
appointment. September
equipment shall be stored out of 753-5996.
A31C 26C
doors on residential premises
unless it is in condition for safe THREE ROOM attractively
and effective performance of the furnished apartment, large air TWO BEDROOM frame house at
function for which it is intended conditioned rooms, wall to wall Keniana Shores in wooded area
or can be made so at a cost not carpet; heat, water, sewerage with lake view.Phone 436A28P
exceeding the value of the fUrnished. Quiet and private. 5831.
equipment in its existing state. In Couple or graduate student.
no case shall any such equipment Phone 753.-1299 after 5:00
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
be so stored for a period of more p.m.
carpet throughout, central heat,
than six months if not in condition
and air, garage. Five miles north
for safe and efficient per- EXCELLENT BUSINESS of Murray. Phone 753-5639. A28C
formance of the function for location, 607 South 4th Street.
which it was intended."
ee floors, basement, ground THREE BEDROOM brick house,
SECTION VI: Any portion of floor and upstairs two bedroom two baths, central heat and air,
Ordinance Number 491 and all apartment. Phone 753-8346 or 753- big lot, nice size outbuilding for
amendments thereto which may 9885.
A3IC office or shop. 1613 Belmont
be in conflict with this ordinance
Drive. Phone 753-8859.
A31C
are hereby repealed to the extent ONE BLOCK from
University,
of such conflict and to such extent apartment with four
rooms in- DELUXE DUPLEX in Cironly. In all other respects, Or- cluding full kitchen and
full bath. carama. Near shopping centers.
dinance Number 491 and all Shown by appointment
only 753- Large attractively landscaped
amendments thereto are hereby 7278,or 753-2649.
A28NC lot. Each apartment has central
reaffirmed.
heat and air conditioning,"-ixADOPTED-- ON
FIRST ONE
BLOCK from University, cellent carpeting, two large
READING BEFORE THE
apartment with four rooms in- bedrooms, large living room, tile
commON cotiNcu OF CITY cluding
full kitchen and full bath. bath,kitchen with lots of cabinets
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, ON
Shown by appointment only. 753- and built-in oven and range. Also
THE 23rd DAY OF AUGUST,
7278 or 753-2849.
A28NC a new 17 cu. ft. Ice maker
1973.
of closet
refrigerator, loads
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF
THREE BEDROOM house; one space, and large utility room
MURRAY, KY.
bedroom 'apartment and two with lots of cabinets. Carport.
By Holmes Ellis, Mayor
oom trailer. Phone 901-232- Store room and carport.
- ATTEST; Stanford Andrus,
,A31C iteMonably priced. Phone 753Clerk,clq..
,k-ol Murray,Ky_. 1TC
7531.
A.28C
BEDR(CIV-thi
rushed or unfurnished. Also two !'OUR BEDROOM house at tit
mobile homes, one frer12'., 465.00 South 11th. Large family room,
per month, one 8'x42', $50.00 per two baths, electric heat, central
air, and large storage house in
month. Phone 489-2595.
A28C•
back.
September 4C

REAL ESTATE
THREE BEDROOM
with panel kitchen
base _gabinets_in ki
room with walhei
hookups; lots of wa
wall to wall carpet'
heat with storm w'
doors; attached c
concrete drive; 11w'!
from University in
school district; av
*ember 1, $27,500 c
appointment only, 7
7278.

FOR SA
In Canterbu
Four Bedr
Tri-Level wi
Extras
Priced Far
Builder's

For informat
Phone 75
ON KENTUCKY
large bedrooms,. 2
kitchen and living
fast bar, fireplace,
and air, boat dock,
$35,000.00. Phone

FORD VAN-1966,
tires, rebuilt au
srnission, starter,
stereo. $900.00.
only. Phone 753-4101
EL CAMINO-1966,
black interior,
Phone 753-7785 after
p.m.
LINCOLN-1971 M
actual miles. New
condition. Contact
Murray Supply.

CHEVROLET
long wheel base
standard shift G
$1,000.(X). 1501 GI

RAMBLER-196
automatic, good
Phone 489-2435,
DODGE-1957Body and fr
condition. R
some work. $250.
753-8346.
KARMAN GHIA
limited edition.
transmission, Ml
Sports steering
Phone 753-0756

PONTIAC BONN
convertible. E
owner, low mile
2427.

REDUCE SAF
Go Bese Tablets
pills." Holland
South 4th.
COLOR T.V.-1
Sales, Highwa
Kentucky.
MOWER,5 H.P
Stratton engin
reverse. New,$1
4782.
IF CARPETS I
remove spots as
Blue Lustre.
shampooer 91.
Shopping Cente
BELTONE F
hearing aid bat
hearing aids. W
CONCRETE
and concreteMurray,. Lam.
Map/Street.
SORRY SAL is
She used Blue
upholstery clea
shampooer $1.
Five Points
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Call
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

l'OR SALE

FOR SALE

LOST &FOUND

Call
753-1916
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
Another View

THREE BEDROOM brick house DRIVEWAY NEED sealing? Our FENDER AMPLIFER, deluxe, WOULD THE owner of the white
with panel kitchen-den; 14 ft. of emulsion driveway sealer reverb and guitar. Must sell. See four door Chevrolet that took my
A28NC white female poodle on Ledbetter
fp .• •
base cabinets in kitchen; utility protects driveways, improves at 314 South 15th Street.
(sr
Church Road please return and
room with washer and dryer appearance, and is easy to apply.
0.0
Awt..0$,X0
hookups; lots of wall cabinets; No mixing necessary. Save $2.00. USED COLDSPOT refrigerator. no questions asked. Reward
rt, t
A28C
wall to wall carpeting; electric Now only $4.48 a five-gallon pail. $25.00. Double bed mattress and offered. Phone 474-Z780.
heat with storm windows and The Sherwin-Williams, Co., box springs. $35.00. Phone 753A28C
doors; attached carport and Southside Shopping Center, 5531.
Carroll Volkswagen has an opening in their service
ITC
SERVICES OFFERED
concrete drive; Located 1 block phone 753-3321.
ent for a reliable experienced mechanic. The
departm
from University in Robertson
SPECIAL PRE-Season prices
offers a guaranteed weekly salary plus per
position
school district; available Sep- LADY'S CLOTHING, size 12 and on Remington chain saws. See ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
paid holidays, vacation, sick leave, and
basis,
centage
TFC
then now at Murray Supply. Phone Paris,642-6551.
tember 1, $27,500 cash. Shown by 14. Phone 753-9986 after 4:00
e plan. Excellent working conditions
group
insuranc
A27C Special cash discountp.m.
appointment only, 753te machines and facilities available
up-to-da
most
and
September 8C
s.
7278.
A28NC
_
r), 7:
compute
VW
Ex(new
WASHING.,
WINDOW
283 HIGH performance engine.
ble
reasona
an organization
with
Very
working
in
ed.
ed
perienc
interest
are
If you
GRAIN AUGER,1", 17' long with
Newly rebuilt. Phone 436FOR SALE
767-2352, Mr.
the No. 1 selling economy car in
Phone
services
prices.
and
sells
little.
that
3,4
A27P
very
Used
motor.
H.P.
2385.
A27C
Thompson.
the U.S., call Bob Baker, service manager, between
In Canterbury Estates
Good condition. Phone 435for an
7:311 and 5:00 for an appointment at 753-8850
AMP
WURLITZER ORGAN, $1200.00. 4362.
v. Four Bedroom Brick
.
required
interview. References
Model 4075R, ( built, in rhythum
T Paving. Quality
Tri-Level with All
section), three years old. Also MOBILE HOME, 10'x55', two R & R ASPHAL
eed. Business and
three painted wagon wheels. bedrooms, 11,2 baths, with good work guarant
Extras
Free estimates.
ial.
resident
A3OP
753-3210.
air conditioner for only $2395.00.
Phone
Mayfield 247night
or
Priced Far Below
day
Phone
'PLUMBERS HELPER wanted, TRACTOR TRAILER driver
Also 10'x55' two bedroom mobile
TFC
SPECIAL 16F7.,5-slat panel gate home with air conditioning for 7201.
Builder's Price
age 25 to 45. Experience wanted. Must be over 21. Apply in
"wEL(:OME TO THE CLUB, BROTHCR.
$20.40, 14 ft., 5-slat panel gate $1975.00, or $1895.00 without air
preferred, but not necessary. person to Mr. D'Angelo, Paschall
For information...
WILL DO trash and brush
$19.40,6 ft. chain link gate, $12.75, conditioning. Phone 753Good working conditions. Send Truck Lines, 641 South. An equal
A29C
- NOTICE.
.
NoTICL
A27C hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
resume- to P.O. Box 32-G, -opportunity employer.
Phone 753-31 10 8 ft. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft. 4469.
TFC
'153-6130 ""
(*unit -link gate $14.60, 12-ft. chain
Murray,Kentucky. September 8C
40 HOUR week, $1.80 hour. Apply
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four link gate $15.40, 14 it chain link MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', all
on septic tank
WAREHOUSE HELPER wanted in the shoe department at Big K,
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large gate $16.50, 16 ft. chain link gate electric, $3800.00. Phone 753-9341 FREE ESTIMATE
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Chemical Plant
Operators

If You Miss
Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First

1

753-1916

753-7278

DAY

Triangle Inn

BEAR

SERVICE MASTER

i

I

SERVICE MASTER

t

DYNAMIC

EARN $300 TO $500 PER
WEEK

GREAT NEW PRODUCT

MUSIC LESSONS

_AtB.MUSIC CENTER
_Dixieland -13-7575- Murray..

SUPERIOR LEAD SYSTEM
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Boise Center Says It Will Take Mayfield Man
10 Days To Find Cause of Fires Drowns Sunday
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Demonstration Of
Beekeeping Planned
At LBL On Saturday
Beekeeping will be the subject of a special demonstration
to be held at Empire Farm in
Land Between The Lakes on
Saturday, September 1, from
1:30 to 4:00 p.m. Highlighting
the demonstration will be the
dissection of a live beehive.
Visitors will be able to see the
queen bee, worker bee, drones,
brood chambers and other parts
of the hive. Beekeeping
equipment such as a honey
extracter and a capping knife
will be on display at the farmhouse.
Empire Farm is located five
miles east of The Trace in the
Education
Environmental
Center near the Lake Barkley
shoreline. The farm, open to the
public daily from 9 to 5, is a
popular educational facility
where'visitors can view farm
animas in their natural environment and see tools and
implements of
household
bygone years at the orientation
building.

Martha Mitchell Plans
To Leave Her Husband
WASHINGTON (API — Martha Mitchell says her husband,
former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell, is "going to jail," and
she plans to leave him, according to the Washington StarNews.
An article in the newspaper's
Sunday editions said Mrs. Mitchell was interviewed in a telephone call from her New York
apartment. She indicated that
she is bitter toward President
Nixon, the newspaper said, saying her husband "had a fine
reputation on Wall Street" until
Nixon "got ahold of him."
Mitchell, currently under indictment in Now York on
charges of obstructing justice
and attempting to defraud the
government in connection with
alleged campaign contributions
to the Nixon campaign, resigned in July 1972 as director of
the President's re-election campaign.
"We have been suffering,"
the newspaper quoted Mrs. Mitchell as saying in referesee to
the Watergate scandal,

on

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The -egional fire center in
Boise, Idaho, says it will be a
week to 10 days before the cost
of the 52 major forest and
range fires that blackened 200,000 acres can be estimated.
The last of the 52 major

told the Star-News that the
agent manhandled her to keep
her from talking to the press.
The newspaper said Mrs. Mitchell said she had seen a
"leather-bound campaign
strategy book," containing
plans for "dirty tricks,"rutich
was written by Nixon and his
former aide, H.R. Haldeman.
She was quoted as saying the
book included "the procedures
of everything that has happened—I saw it with my own
eyes."
The Star-News said it had
contacted presidential Deputy
Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren, who said there is not and
never has been a brown leather
book connected with the 1968
and 1972 campaigns.
The article also said that
Mrs. Mitchell said her husband
talked frequently with Nixon
during the summer of 1872 and
that the President was aware
of the truth of the Watergate
case at that time.

Inspectors
Study Mine
hr Arizona

blazes was brought under control Saturday.
A spokesman for the Interagency Fire Center said there
were thousands of minor blazes
to be considered in any estimate of 'damage and firefighting costs in the Pacific
Northwest.
Three firefighters died during
the last two days of battling the
blazes, raising to four the number of known fire-related
deaths.
A spokesman for the Boise
center said on Sunday that only
3,000 firefighters remained on
duty, compared with more than
10,000 when the fires were at
their worst.
About 140 workers remained
Sunday at northeastern Oregon's Freezeout fire — the last
of the major blazes to be contained — to watch hot spots
and clean up. Most of the 1,000person force was demobilized.
The fire was controlled after it
consumed 16,000 acres.
The Joseph office of the U.S.
Forest Service in Oregon said
the total cost of fighting the
blaze would be more than $1.3
milli+ with $650,000 spent in
effortS in 'nearly inaccessible
areas in the Snake River Canyon along the Oregon-Idaho
border.

MAYSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Jimmy David Suiter, 26, of
Mayfield, Ky., drowned near
here Sunday night in the Ohio
River, the Adams County, Ohio,
sheriff's department reported.
Suiter, a member of the crew
of a two barge, was working on
a running light when he slipped
and fell into the water, authorities said. His body was recovered from the river about five
hours later.

Rushing Creek Campsite
Will Close September 5

Rushing Creek, one of three
CASA GRANDE, Ariz. )AP)
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